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Jesse Carru~ News

Members and pledoes of Tau kapiJl! Epsilon celebrate durlno Bid Day Tuesday In the Quad. An Jnc:ruse to rat¥ 80 pertlllt of those fiCJistered to rush met the academic ellglbiHty requirements.
I

IFCBidDay

Fraternities s~e spike in eligible numbers
Megbann Andenon
Staff writer
Thirty-two new brothers make up the Fall
2011 pledge class of Sigma Phi Epsilon. This
group contains tO more pledges·than any other
fraternity on campus and it all started with rush
week.
Rush week consists of events every fraternity
on campus hosts so the men can decide which
one they would like to join.
Each fraternity was represented in the Quad
on Sept. 6 and rushees were able to meet with
all of the different organizations. This is when
the fraternities invite them to separate events.
"During rush week rushees are able to choose
which events they wanted to go to," Josh
McAbee, president of Phi Kappa Tau. said ...We
are not using the card system. which is where

each guy must visit at least two houses a night.
Rushees were able to visit as many houses as
they desired:'
Approximately 170 to 180 men registered to
rush this fall, Michael Shepperd, interfraternity
council president, said.
·~most all of them had the grades. which was
a rarity," Shepperd said. ''In order to be eligible
to rush, you have to have a 3.0 GPA or a 21 on
the ACT, and I believe almost 80 percent were
eligible, which is way more than usual."
Shepperd said an extended timeline alJowed
for better matches to be made.
"Typically, what we do is that we like to make
sure that the freshmen men come in and get a
little bit accustomed to what campus life is like,"
Shepperd said. "So many people are eligible to
join, but also we bad two extra weeks this year
to meet people, so I felt like not only did people

find the right guys, they found guys that fit their
organization and were eligible to rush.''
Potential rushees went inside Lovett Audito·
rium Thesday to a table' and received an envelope with their name.
The envelope contained information about
whether they received a bid or not and if they
received more than one bid. The rushees then
decided to accept or decline and, if given the
option, to choose just one bid.
"Once they have chosen to accept their bid,
they come to me, so I can announce what brotherhood they will be joining," McAbee said.
"They get to run down steps of Lovett and jump
into crowd of their fraternity. It's a cool experience...
Blake Hardison. freshman from Owensboro,
Ky., is a Sigma Chi pledge. He said be was
attracted to Sigma Chi through the dedication

to their rushees and the connection of brother·
hood between the members.
1
"I think it's g~ne pretty well; we have a good
group of men that have gone through, with won·
derful GPAs,'' Tara Hawthorne, coordinator Cot
Greek life, said. "They have pretty good ideas of
what they're looking for, especially for incoming freshmen and so I'm very pleased with the
men that we have potentially coming in."
Shepperd said he is looking to push Greek
unity among fraternities and increase efforts in
philanthropy and giving back to campus.
"It's a huge decision for each male under·
grad," McAbee said. "It will stay with you for
more than just four years. It's a way to get
involved on campus out of the rooms and
explore Murray."
Contact Anderson at manderson22@
murraystate.edu.

~

University looks
for 'uncovered
ground' abroad
Meghann Andenon
Staff writer
Jay Morgan. associate provost, led a group of five faculty mem·
bers on Sept. 2 to Q!ngdao. thina to visit Qingdao Agriculture
University.
The delegation consisted of Morgan, Jim Carter, vice president
of institutional advancement; Tim Todd, dean of business; Bob
Lochte, chair of journalism and mass communications; and Alyx
Shultz, assistant professor of equine science.
Morgan said Q!ngdao officials approached Murray State about
modeling its equine program after the one at Murray State.
QAU enrolls approximately 26,000 students and is located on
the eastern coast of China by the Yellow Sea. It is the largest agricultural university in the Shandong province.
QAU also has an interest in purchasing horses from Kentucky
to help better its equine program.
"We have a smaJI program going," Xidan Lian, graduate student

from Qjngdao, China, said. "We want teachers and graduate students to tl!ach how to compete horses and bow to train them."
Morgan said QAU is looking to send a group of faculty to Mur·
ray State for training within the next six to eight months.
·~ of now, we get about SO students from Qingdao University,"
Morgan said. "If we can offer a MBA at Qingdao, it could help
with recruitment and revenue."
The group of faculty members spoke to QAU about using the
university as a site for some of Murray State's discovery programs for study abroad purposes, be said.
"We haven't locked down the details yet," Morgan said. "This is
a good opportunity for our study abroad program. It will be the
first program we have in mainland China."
The program would utilize faculty working during the summer
and winter terms, Morgan said.
Morgan said the group toured QAU's campus, laboratories and
facilities, met with the president of the university and looked at
student housing to see where Murray State students and faculty
would be housed if they go to the university for study abroad.
Another advancement the group made on its visit to QAU is the
opportunity of having a MBA program.
"There are only six MBA programs in China, and four of them
are in Hong Kong," Lochte said. "If we can offer a MBA program
over there, it would be such a great opportunity."
He said he hopes for the program to be started soon, but knows
language barriers are a problem. Students from Murray State do
not know the Chinese language like students from China know
the English language.
''This is another area where we've bad great success: in taking
an MBA program to other universities; we've had some history
with that," President Randy Dunn said. "The idea of these delegations. when they go. is to look at new ground that we might be
able to uncover with institutions to figure out possibilities that

Pho«o courtesy of Bob lochte

Members of aUniversity delec)ation met with affiliates at OlnQdao
Aorlcutture University In China to discuss equine scle(lce prOQmn.
exist and then where those emerge, then we'll have staff in the
various academic units continue discussions. put agreements
together and get things started."
Morgan said building a strong network with foreign universities is important to Murray State.
"You have to maintain the relationship and keep the lines of
communication open," Morgan said. ''It's been an ongoing rela·
tionsbip for several years and they are very pro MSU."
Contact Anderson at manderson22@murraystate.edu.
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This week
Friday

Saturday

•All day Family Weekend
, •7 p.m. MutUal of Omaba..s Wild
kingdom: Carson Center. Paducah.

. 1<1·· $21

•7 p.m. Mr. MSU: "Dancing Thtou&h
: The Decad~"; Lovett Auditorium, $7
-1:30 ~ Cinema lntc:mational ''Biutiful": Curris Center Theater, free
•700 p.m. Sanjie: A Chinese Myth,
told in the style of PI Ying Xi; John·
son Theater, free wJth Racercard

e9 a.m. Student Government Associa·
• rion freshmen elections; ~e.
open to all freshmen
._.p.m. The Public Relations Student
Society of America: Roort) 106, Wilson Hall. open to all
· ~ p.m. Women'• Center film
. showing "Rape AlJ a Weapon ofWar":
Cunis Center Theater, open to aU
' .:S p.m. Leadership Connection Wor:kshop Series: "Rectuitment:"; J3;lrkley
Roorn, Curtis Center, open to all

Police Beat
Sept. 8
12:21 a.m. A caller reported a
cigarette urn was smoking in
front of Franklin College. An
officer, Murray Fire Department and the state fire marshal were notified.
6:04 a.m. Central Plant notified Public Safety of a fire
alarm in Elizabeth College. An
officer was notified nnd
checked the building. A water
pump leak and water were
found outside the building.
9:11p.m. A caller reported several vehicles in the Regents
College parking lot had been
marked on with chalk. The
Murray State Police were notified and an information report
was taken.

Sept. 9
12:19 a.m. A caller reported a

Sunday

Monday

If you WOUld ~ an event to appeat iD
the This week settton. 611 ouc a form in
Tbe Murray Stllte Newt; ofi"Ke at W 'Wil·
son Hall. fax to 809--3175 or emaH lDfor·
mation to theneW!I@Diurraystahl.edu.

•All ~ Family Wed!:end
•9 a.m. Run for Recovery, SK
Run/Walk; Murray State Arboretum,
S2S reg!stration fee
~ p.m. Football V$.

Please submit events by noon on
Wednesd~. We cann()t parantee

l'ennessee State

UniYersity~ Roy Stewart Stad ium,

free

all items received will.bc published.

with Racercard
~:30 p.m. Cine'lrullnternatlonal ~iu·

tiful"; Curris Center Theater, free·
•7:30 p.m. Sanjie: A Chinese Myth,
told in the style of'PJ 'Ving Xi; Johnson Theater, free w:ith Raecrcard

e9 a.m. Student Government A$sociatiqn Freshmen Elections: DI)'G*,
open to all freshmen
•2 p.m. Students of Sodotosy meet·
ing; Room 500, Faculty Hall. open 10

all
-1 ~ Wedru.>t~day Word & Wonhip;
CurriS Ce.nter Tbe:ater: open to all
p.m. Black Student Council
Cor(lnation; Curtis Center Dante
Lounge, open to all
•8 p.m. Wesley foundation W()J'$bip;
Wesley Foundation, opeb to all

.,:30

fight behind Franklin College.
An officer was notified nnJ reported it was a verbal argument and nor a physical fight.
1:06 am. A caller reported an
intoxicated person walking to
his vehicle at Roy Stewart Sta·
dlum. An officer was notified
and arrested joseph Pavlove~
a non-student from Fairview
Heights, Ul., first degree of
DUI, possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia.
10:08 p.m. A caller reported
vandalism to the sixth floor of
Hart College. A report was
t<~ken for third-degree criminal mischief.

alcohol by a minor.

1:34 p.m. A ca11('r reported a
plumbing problem in the Fine
Arts Building. Central Plant
was notified.
8:30 p~ Racer Patrol reported an unlocked door at the
Crisp Soccer Complex. An officer was notified and the door
was secured.

Sept.ll
3:11 a.m. A ca11cr reported a
group of intoxicated people
outsiJl~ of Bart College. An officer was notified. •
8:16 p.m. An officer received a

hou sing repor t concerning an
alcohol violation in Hart College. The Murray State Police
were notified and a report was
taken for possession ofalcohol
by a minor.
11:22 p.m. An officer reported
a medical emergency in Hart
College. The Murray Calloway
Ambulance was notified and
the person was transported by
Emergency Medical Services.

Sept.l2

1:08 a.m. A caller requested a
welfare ch('ck on a penmn sitting in a vehicle in the 16th and
Upper streets parking lot for
several hours. An officer was
notified ·and the vchic1e was
unoccupied and secured.
l1:SO p.m. A caller reported a
fire extinguisher missing from '
Wilson Hall. An officer was
notified and the caller was referred to Emergency Management.

.

12:44 a.m. A caller reported
damage to property at Racer
Arena. An officer was notified.

Sept.IO
2:54 a.m. An officer reported
an alcohol violation in the rear
lot of Franklin College. An officer issued a citation to
Austyn Dell, freshman from
Malden, Mo., and Dirk Den·
ning, freshman from Waterloo, Ill., for possession of

Sept.I3
8 a.m. A ~aller reported a hit
and run in the Regents College
parking lot. An offiC('r, Murray
Police Department and ambulance were notified.
12:31 p.m. An officer reported
noncriminal damage to the
Carmen Tech Pavilion. Facilities Mana~~nent was-IIOCifiC<l
2:25 p.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning for careless
driving on Waldrop Drive.

Sept.l4
7:40 a.m. A caller reported
theft of property at the Expo
Center. An officer was notified
and a report for theft hy unlawful taking more than $500
was taken.
5:10 p.m. A caller :reported he
locked his keys inside his vehicle at West :Farm. An officer
was unable to unlock the vehicle.
5:46 p.m. A caller reported a
smoking ashtray outside of
White College. An officer,
Murray Fire Department, Central Plant and stare fire marshal were notified.
Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests- 1

Assistant News Editor Haley
RusHII co,nlts Poli~ Beat
with malerials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.
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MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
SERVING 40 CENT WINGS
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JOIN us FOR TRIVIA!
WEDNESDAYS AT 7 P.M.
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Mr. MSU

Tonight at 7 J).m. at I..~ovett Auditorium

N1c1trr

- - Bl\WN IN TI-lE MASI-1 - Corner of JOth & Arcadia •
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Festivities begin \\7ith

HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY 3-6 P.M.
SATURDAY 11 A .M .-6 P.M.
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on Murray State's Campus!

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

available

at the door
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Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook.
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
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All proceeds go to Arthritis Research
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Groups host w-eekend Across campus
anti-coal conference
CbrisWUcox
Contributing writer
Members of both the Sierra Club and the
Murray Enyironmental Student Society
met Saturday for a single purpose: to weaken Kentucky's coal industry.
The organizations co-sponsored the
Western Kentucky Coal Conference in the
Curds Center to discuss issues associated
with coal usage in Kentucky and to develop a message to get public attention.
"Our state is spending more money
to keep the coal industry on life
support, than what the industry
is actually providing. It's a net
loss," Thomas Pearce, associate regional organizer of
the Louisville Ky., chapter
of the Sierra Club. said.
l.dsuro." and
The event started
lln~r•talil>'
with an introduction by
II'\\
John Walker, senior
from
Nicholasville,
Ky., and Claire Fuller,
professor of biology,
members of the Great
Rivers Sierra Club. as
well as Gene Nettles,
Ben Taylor and Rodney
llu,in•·~q ~··r.kl'.;
Berry of the Public Life
ll"..i
Foundation.
A panel discussion followed in which members
from the different environmental groups discussed the
impact of coal on Kentucky's
health and environment. Renew·
able energy and green jobs were
discussed as was renewable and sustainable energy.
The event ended with creating messages
for the public to inform about the impact of
coal throughout the state.
According to the Mountain Association
for Community Economic Development's
study, the net impact of the coal industry
on the Kentucky stat~.! budget is around $115
million for 200<,, and in 2008 the coal
industry employed around 1 percent of
Kentucky residents.
"Every time someone says we deserve

to ~orrect the impal!t from coal is crucial.
Shl' said safer and cleaner alternatives are
needed.
KHFs Clean Solutions for Kentucky's
Dirty Problems, a pamphlet on the group's
mission, stated more than 90 percent of
Kentucky's electricity comes from coal,
whkh causes health and environment
problems, from the mining to burning to
disposal of toxic wastes.
Emission.s from power plants have
known effe.cts un the environment
lnlimn:uinn
and health of Kentucky.
Other S...r. ices 2'J.,
"Coal power plant emis5')1;
sions like soot, heavy metals,
greenhouse gases, and
ozone-forming chemicals
:!:i'lu
are particularly deadly,"
the document stated.
KySEA lobbied
for
the
Clean
Opportunity Act
<HB 239) in 2011 in
the state legislature, in its efforts
to improve Kentucky's environ·
ment and health.
Mary Lou Man·
ian,
democrat
Louisville lawmaker,
lobbied to establish a
renewable
energy
portfolio standard in
Kentucky but no action
was
taken on HB 239.
Manufacturing
KySEA plans to reintro16'\\
duce the bill in 2012.
"We believe this bHl will
create
local
jobs and grow Ken·
Sourte: 200R U.S.e111ploynwnt stati~tic~
tucky's economy and save money for
Kentucky's families," Crowe said.
Pearce said.alternativcs to coal include
solar, wind, hydro and natural gas. All
energy from coal is wasted. getting it from proven to be less dangerous to the enviits mined state to actual use,'' Crawford ronment through collecti'on and use.
The conference ended with participants,
said.
Elizabeth Crowe, executive director of led by Pearce, deciding to continue the
the Kentucky Environmental Foundation conference at a later date this year. No
and member of the Kentucky Sustainal:ole exact date has been determined.
Energy Alliance (KySEA> in Berea, said
Contact
Wilcox
at · cwilcox@
Kentucky is at a tipping point, and the need murraysrate.edu.

dean :tir, the coal industry says <environ·
mental groups) don't care about jobs,"
Pearce said.
Allison Crawford, junior from Murray,
who att~ndcd the day-long conference,
said, it was surprising to learn how ineffi·
cient coal actually is.
"Ninety-seven-and-a-half percent of the

Austin Ramsey
News Editor
Faculty, students and administrators at Calloway County High
School are recovering this week after a bomb scare that sent most
of them outside for several hours Thesday, according to school
officials.
.
David Dowdy, public relations coordinator for the school ills~
trict, said a note was found on a teacher's desk while students
were changing classrooms at 10:30 a.m.
"The note contained the threat of a bomb set to eA-plode at
noon," Dowdy stated in an official press release after the incident.
The teacher took the note directly to CCHS Principal Brian
Wilmurth, who interviewed the students who had been in the
class before the bell rang. Dowdy said.
·
"Mr. Wilmurth encouraged the students to come forward
before law enforcement officers became involved, but no one in
the group acknowledged writing or even seeing the note;" he said.
Dowdy said when school officials determined the note could
not be disregarded as a prank. the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department along with the Kentucky State Police Wt!l'e notitied.
School officials immediately sprung into action, evacuating the
high school's 980-student population to the Jack D. Rose Football
Stadium behind the school's parking lot, he said.
"The evacuation was quick, orderly and safe," Dowdy said.
By noon, KSP troopers had blocked off College Farm Road.
which leads· to the high school, and cars were being directed to
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• Most insurance
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Ken AtWater. Murray Stace alUJIUlU8 will be re<:Qqizecl as a
at Pogue library, .an awa~
tolttrlbuted to their res~
tive prb(essioD aDd amun~ ~ arJd~ !rom Murray State in l9'f7 With a Bachelor of kieDee cielrft in ~
theater and sodoJosy and in 1918. he ell'Ded a Master of Sci-ence degree in guidance and coaaaeliJII,
Atwater la che president of :Hillsbof9UI):s ~ty Col·

Dist~gqisbed Alumnus Saturday
given to ~ who have greatly

lege in Florida.

Rebecca Hbetamu was~ lWnner oftbe Week last week
She Is tbe first Bunner of che
Week named this seuon. Hbetama led dle cross ~·team
with a time -of 19-J6.78 on a 54dlometer eourse. finkhiDI Z2nd
overall out 0( a flekl of l06l'tiiiD.ftL
by the Ohio V~ Collfe~

Kentucky Employment by industry

KSP investigates
local bomb threat

,•••

Kentucky~ ranlr.ecl first ill htpar education improvement
from "2000 to 2009 br Natioaal Center (Qr Hflb.er Education
Nan.ment Sy'stems bl Boulder. ColcL 'l1le Ceater measured
th~ me of improvement to the percet1t ol workiDB-. adults
,.tth collqe ~ tix-~
rata at~.,..rcol1~ and UlliYersitiei ~·die~ of~.-e eredentlal.$ awarcW In telatiOfl tt. ttie .Jk)pWadob ~ no eollese
degree in which KentuckY wul'IDUclliat.

Murray State

Fmployees
We accept your 11\SUrdllCC
for your~ exam

Au\tlll R,,msey/The New.'

A Murray Pollee officer stands next to a patrol car on College farm Road.
Police officials blocked off the road, which runs in front of CCHS.
turn around at Murray State's William "Bill" Cherry Expo Center.
No University classes were canceled because of the road block.
A single Calloway County Fire and Rescue engine stood parked
in the cxpl> parking lot, while troopers and firemen waited forth~
arrival of the Tennessee Highway Patrol and its K-9 bomb-sniffing unit.
"Officers conducted a search of the sch<lol and did not locate
an explosive device," Dean ilattcrson, public relation.s officer for
the KSP, said.
The KSI', the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. the Mur-.:ay Police Department, the Murray State Police and the Ten·
nessct: Highway Patrol K-9 were all involved in the nearly•two·
hour lung search, Patterson said.
Dowdy said throughout the day, offcials kept students in mind.
"The safety of our students was our greatest concern, and after
that, their comfort," he said.
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystate.edu.

Samantha Vlllanueva
Contributing writer
Murray State was awarded the eighth position on the 2012 U.S.
News & World Report's Best Colleges ln the South rankings for
the 21st consecutive year.
The schools on the list were ranked based on a total of seven
criteria: graduation rate performance. alumni giving rate, undergraduate academic reputation, retention, faculty resources, stu·
dent selectivity and financial resources.
University President Randy Dunn said the honor was a reassurance of the great things that made up this school.
''We're certainly excited about yet another external affirmation
of the quality and value of an education at Murray State Univer·
sity," Dunn said. "These Top Tier ranking~ for 2012, including the
solo spot for a Kentucky public institution on the top 25 list, validate our leading strategic imperaQ_ve for excellence through
quality, as demonstrated every day by our superb faculty, staff
and students.''
Murray State was the only Kentucky public school in the Top
10 tier and one of two state-wide public schools in the Top 25~
Murray State is ranked 14th top public university in the region. 1
Kristin Muir, freshman from Shepardsville Ky., said Murray'
State's placement on the list only reassured her of the right choice'
she made.
"I'm glad to be attending Murray knowing that they are in th~
Top 25 of the region," she said. "<It) makes me prouder to wear,
my Murray gear and I do think they deserved it because it is an
all-around amazing school."
'
Jordan Mitchell, junior from Ivington, Ky., said when he found
out about Murray's distinct honor, he was not shocked by it due
to Murray's wide-range of opportunities open to students.
''I think (the honor) is right because Murray has a small campus with very diverse fields of education," Mitchell said. "It's also
very friendly."
Jennifer Hyde, sophomore from Cadiz, Ky., said the University:
earned this award by having so many programs that help reach
each individual student's goals. Hyde agrees that because of the;
educational diversity offered, Murray State was easily chosen. ,
"Murray deserves it because we are a great school that attracts
many people from across the country for the agriculture program
offered here," Hyde said.
Murray State was also recognized by G.I. Jobs magazine as a·
''2012 Military Friendly School."
The ranking points out the University's tics with nearby Fort~
Campbell US Army base, and how Hopkinsville extended cam·.
pus, only a short drive from the base, provides local soldiers the
higher education opportunities.
'

Contact Villanueva

at svillanueva@murraystate.edu.

AHention Undergraduates
Increase your earning potential and job opportunities.
Get a Ph.D. Let us help. ·

McNair ScholarS Program
$2,800 research stipend. Money for grad school visits.
Undergraduate scholarship money. GRE prep. Much more.

Contact us about eligibility
requirements at:
mcnair@murraystate.edu
270-809-2951

Now accepting applications.

1he MSU Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achlewment Program is
81.2% funded by the U.S. Department of Education under grant
#P217A090330 at $225,000 annually. and 18.8% state funded at $52.000
annually.
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Opinion Editor: John Walker
Phone: 809-5873
Twitter: MSUNewsOpinion

Our View

Who has the right?
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

What if others in those spaces are
not comfortable having someone
with a loaded weapon around
them and thc.ir family?
Recently the city of Paducah,
Second amendment battles are
Ky., passed the first reading of an
one of the great American pastordin;utce to allow for the carrying
of loaded fLrearms in public parks
times. Where and when should
and buildings.
someone be allowed to carry a
It seems as though the idea of
gun? Can the public be trusted to
arm itself and make the right decithere being a time and a place just
sions when it comes to the respon.:
does not matter anymore. It is our
sibility of handling a weapon in a
right to carry in these places but
public space?
why do we want to? Are we really
so afraid of the public parks that it
The more we know about
is necessary to flash a piece in
fLrearms the more safe we can be
around them. Gun accidents are
order to feel safe? If the parks are
no stranger in this' country and
that bad why isn't more being
done to secure them. A public
many blame the taboo nature of
space should have its own safety
guns in modern domestic society.
feature. Most people call them the
The reality is, guns exist and
people do own them. The majority . police.
Not everyone is so optimistic
of gun owners in this country
about law enforcement but when
know how to keep a safe. atmosphere when handling their
it comes to personal safety we can
weapon.
probably put more stock in the
police than any trigger happy cowThe question is when do we
allow firearms in public spaces?
boy.

Another way to go
The University is constantly
expanding both across the region
and internationally. Although a
medium-sized school. the University is making strides to become a
leader in international outreach
and co-operation.
Certainly there is nothing wrong
with trying to connect with poten·
tial sister universities around the
world. Globalism is the next step in
reaching the goals set out by the
University.
It is also important the University remember to keep· up the good
work domestically as well as internationally.
No matter how well we recruit
from outside the country we must
always remember here at home is
where the majority of our students
are from. Every student at this uni·
versity is important. But nothing is
as important as the quality of the
education we receive. There seems

to be a trend in higher education to
replace the word education with
the word profits. So long as the
administration's interest is in creating a better educational experi·
ence for its students and the stu·
dents of partner schools there is no
harm.
But when the numbers game
supercedes the actual goal of the
institution, students on both sides
should be concerned. Domestic
students should be worried about
the direction of their chosen
school and international students
should be worried about the fmancial motives of the school they are
visiting.
Too many times in this country
we think making an easy buck is
more important than a well
thought out, developed plan.
We are sure the University has
not forgotten its mission and we
certainly hope it never does.

Matdoy•llilk ••.

have you pledged Greek?
Why or why not?
"I decided to become a member
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.
because I hold the same standards
on which the sorority was founded."
Natalie Ellis • Kennett. Mo.

senior

''I'm not Greek because I feel like I haven't
found the perfect group for myself yet.
When I do I most certainly will."

Samla O'Brvan· Murray
sophomore

''I'm not Greek because I can't afford it.
Even if I could I wouldn't join a frat.
The money could be put to use
some other way"
David Herring • Almo. Ky.

sophomore
Je~~e
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There is another way
Smart phones,
social media and
television are
tools u~ed by
humankind to
facilitate the
spread
of
news,
ideas
Caleb Johnson and art. In an
junior from ideal society
Bowling Green, such communication would be
K y.
the oil on the
gears of democracy and the
spotlight illuminating injustice.
The unfortunate reality is
democratic elements in our
· republic are rusted and injustice
is rampant. Technology, instead
of illuminating
problems,
seems to be making them
worse. We seem more interested in tweeting about Lady
Gaga's newest outfit than facing
the enormous problems threatening our country and the
world.
One problem is how easily
distracted we have become as a
result of constant access to so
many forms of communication.
The wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan are forgotten when
we change channels, a video on
YouTube showing the murder
of innocents is forgotten when
we check Facebook and that
homeless man in the street
looks a little bit less worrisome
to the tune of our favorite song
blaring through our ear buds.
Even though we have an
unprecedented level of exposure to news we are too distracted to care. Knowledge is
power, but only when it results
in meaningful action.
Sadly, it seems much easier to
ignore the injustice in our society and our personal lives when
digital distraction is just a click
away. We have in this country a
bill of rights and a constitution
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meant to protect us from injusThere has, however, been no
tice and ensure the survival of
corresponding decrease in feeldemocracy. But these weapons
ings of social isolation. For each
in the war against tyririny mean
advance in communication
nothing if left unused. The right
there is a decrease in how
to a free press is irrelevant if the
meaningful communications is.
public does not use what they
Even though social networkread to their advantage. Likeing sites like Twitter and Facewise, the right to free speech is
book give an illusion of constant
irrelevant if used only to proconnection, the quality of comclaim love for Justin Bieber on
munication on such websites is
generally quite low when comFace book.
I am not arguing that technolpared with face-to-face converogy cannot be an asset to
·
sation.
democracy. The role of social
Likewise, texting, which has
media in the protests that swept
exploded in popularity, is an
the Middle East this spring is a
example of exchanging quality
wonderful example of technolofor quantity. Think about what
gy's potential for positive influ· · friends would appreciate more:
ence. Even here in the States,
an hour-long texting conversacell phones and the Internet are
tion or an hour-long phone call?
Certainly all types of commuwidely used to organize people
nication have their place. Texin the fight for liberty and social
justice.
ting is great when phone calls
That being said, technology
are inappropriate or obtrusive,
often allows people to have the
social networking and email is
illusion of being involved with a
awesome for keeping up long·
cause when their contribution is
distance friendships or keeping
nearly meaningless.
in touch with out-of-town relaIt is way easier to join a Face- . tives.
book group protesting the war
I am simply arguing that tech·
in Afghanistan than it is to take
nology should be kept in its
part in civil disobedience for the
place and not be allowed to take
same cause.
over our lives. Face-to-face time
Only one of those options
needs to far exceed screen-toactually makes much of a differscreen time.
ence. The problems facing our
I know in writing this article I
country are much too large to
have risked sounding like some
backward, paranoid caveman who
be fixed by signing online peti·
wants to do away with technolotions and 'Liking' causes on
Facebook. Yes, Twitter hel}->ed
gy, but this is not at all the case.
the Egyptians topple Mubarak,
I believe recent advance·
but the far more important facments in communication have
huge potential to improve our
tor was their willingness to get
up off their asses and take the
lives on both the interpersonal
fight to the streets.
and societal level. But 1 think I
The distracting effects of techhave also made it clear that
nology extend to our personal
technology presents some
lives as well. The speed and fre·
potential pitfalls.
Instead of allowing technoloquency people can communicate while not being in each othgy to stupefy and control us, we
ers' presence is increasing at an
need to harness its power to
alarming rate.
·
make the world a better place.

Write to usl
The News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification and
title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be between 600 to 800 words. The News
reserves the riQht to edit for style, lenQth and content. No anonymous contributions will be accepted. All
contributions should be turned in by noon on Tuesday of each week via email or thenews.orQ. Contrlbu·
lions to The News are the opinion of the author and not that of The Murray State News.
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Alittle more room
He leaned on
his horn as he
sped up to pass
me, his side
mirror
view
barely clearing
the edge of my
left handlebar.
The blare from
Jessica n.AlllA the horn and the
from
revving of his
Westchester, Ill. engine caused a
wild rush · of
adrenaline to grip me. My brain
switched into survival mode,
causing me to hold the straightest
line possible.
I remember he looked back,
perhaps to see how I would react.
I calmly stared ahead at the road,
focusing on where my bike was
going rather than on the three-ton
pickup truck that could have
quite possibly ruined two lives
that day.
I arrived at my class in the Carman Pavilion shaken, upset and
·embarrassed. In the world of
cyclists we have a term for what I
had just encountered: getting
buzzed.
It was something I have experienced countless times before
while on my bike. Nevertheless,
it's something one just does not
get used to. Not only does it send
. my heart pounding, but it also
makes me feel as though everyone I encounter on the road
wouldn't mind running me under
the wheels of their vehicle.
Of course, I know this is not the
case. 1 could not even begin to
count the number .o f vehicles that
have passed me with adequate
room, at a low speed or even with
a friendly wave.
This past spring one amiable
postal worker was kind enough to
slow down and initiate a pleasant
conversation with me.
So why the disconnect? I ride
my bike to the Carman Pavilion
five days per week for class. I also
experience some kind of unnecessary hostility from random drivers a few times each week.
According to MapMyRide.com
it's 0.93 miles from my residential
college to Carman. While I understand College Farm Road is narrow and not the ideal place for

cyclists, it also happens there is
no other road that leads to that
particular building.
.
I suppose I could hop on the
Racer Rou.te Red line, but I spent
my whole life before college (and
this past summer) commuting
around a big city by bus. It's not
my favorite pastime.
I also suppose I could just drive
my car. But it seems kind of
superfluous to me to waste all of
that gas when my class is only a
mile away.
As anyone who rides a bike can
confirm, there is something special about commuting on your
trusted two wheels. The beautiful
weather we've been having makes
it that much more enjoyable.
Nothing relaxes me more than a
five-minute bike ride between
classes.
1 guess what I'm looking for is
respect on both sides. Cyclists
and motorists both have a right to
the road. Motorists need to
understand that a few tons of
steel moving at a traveling pace is
a machine that can take a human
life. Give cyclists at least three
feet of elbow room and slow
down for a few seconds if you
can. Blaring your horn or buzzing
a rider could cause that person to
swerve into your vehicle out of a
fear response.
According to the Kentucky
Revised Statutes, bikes are to be
ridden in the streets and not on
the sidewalks (Title XVI, Chapter
189). People generally don't look
for fast-moving traffic on sidewalks.
As for cyclists, always obey
traffic signals and road markings.
You can and will be ticketed if
you blow a stop sign or ignore a
traffic light. Ride on the right side
of the lane in the direction that
traffic is going. Use your hands to
signal. And leave a foot or so to
your right in case someone passes
a little too close and you need to
swerve. Also try to make eye contact with drivers and be predictable.
There's no reason why we all
can't share the road. If we're
patient with and empathetic to
one another I think we can make
this work.
·

Results from the
the Sept. 9 edi~ion
of The Murray State
News question:
What is your
favorite season?

6Wmter

Jeers to ....the weather that
won't tell

cheers
&
jeers

us
what it's going
to do. 1\lday It's

90,

tomorrow

it's 65. -Please
·
just make up
your mind so I know if my
trees are (lying from heat

or if fall is on the way.

Check it!

(This letter is a response to the
9/11 coverage in the Sept. 9 issue
o/The Murray State News)

Michael Bowman's interview is
and Ms. Haley
Russell's writing certainly does
his story justice.
First, I was bothered by the
This Sunday. our nation celelack
of information on the new
brated the lOth anniversary of
memorial
that opened on Monthe Sept. ll attacks. It is beyond
day.
Although
the paper was
belief 10 years have actually
released
three
days
prior, the
passed since we as a nation sat
information
about
it
was
not a
there. glued to our television
secret.
It
should
have
been
disscreens, watching history
cussed
and
I
would
not
be
surunfold minute by minute. And
prised if most people outside of
then there were some of us who
the
immediate area were not
didn't need a television screen.
aware
of the progress of the
There are some of us who saw
whole
site.
the horror. Some of us who felt
Second, the lack of other
the terror.
interviews. Yes, the interviews
Murray State is home to a
included worked. But what
small group of north-easternabout the stories of other peoers. There are 29 students here
ple? What about the student
from the Tri-State region,
from California who woke up
which is New York. New Jersey
and started their day to the
and Connecticut. There. are 27
attacks on the TV? What about
students from the other toeaspeaking with international stutions of Washington D.C., Virdents? The attack had an effect
ginia, Maryland and Pennsylvaon. their nations as well, directnia
ly or indirectly.
Although the nation as a
Which brings me to my third
whole was in grief after the
problem, which I found to be
attacks, that grief struck even
the most•insulting. On page 3A,
harder in those states. These
I attacks were near our homes. there was a small column titled
"Inside the Story" which interOur firefighters and police
viewed Muslim students on
were rushing to the areas hit,
campus. It was a very interestthe F-16 fighter jets were doing
ing yet small piece. Why did
fly-bys over our homes, and for
you not send reporters to
some, news would reach home
expand this article? It was
that a loved one was killed. In
revealing and refreshingly honmy hometown, more than 20
est. lt repeated the simple fact
people died in the attacks. I
Muslims aren"t barbarians. They
should add I live only 15 miles
are regular people trying to get
from the city.
by, go to class and hang out
So when 9/11 is remembered
with friends.
there is a small moment when I
Why the news section did not
revisit those frightening days.
elaborate on this is beyond me.
Although I did not lose anyEspecially with all of the conbody in the attacks. 9/ll is a
troversy over the various propowerful and sobering moment.
posed mosques and the great
It changed everything. As a kid
deal of anti-sentiment toward
growing up near New York
our fellow Americans. One
City lsaw the skyline, I saw the
would think that there should
towers and knew they were
be greater clarification of the
there. And then they weren't.
Painful questions were asked · issue.
They say if you forget the
by all of us, especially the most
mistakes and problems of the
painful of all: Why?
past, you are bound to repeat
And now I fmd myself writthem in the future. Not only do
ing, asking the same question.
the historians and professors of
But not about the attacks. I feel
this university have an obligathat I have found the answers
tion to teach, educate and
to that. Wbat I ask is about this
inform people of the past, but
paper's coverage of the lOth
so does the press.
anniversary and how it was
A major anniversary of an
inadequate considering. the
event that changed modern
event.
,
America is news. So, Mr. RamFurthermore, I have to level
sey, report it and inform all of
this criticism at Mr.· Austin
us so we don't have to watch
Ramsey, the news editor. Since
terror unfold ever again. ·
the news page is his responsibility 1 think it would be safe to
say that he is responsible for
this lack of coverage.
To also clarify, Ms. Rachel
Richard Goeller
Dickhoffs testimony is fully
senior from
accurate, as similar emotions
Glen Rock, N.J.
swept across our region. Mr.
extraordinary~

I

Cheers to ... , people who Cheers to •..
think nobody is watching ~ shops

the coffee
on campus
for being the only
competent side of
Dining Services.
We're a month in
artd all I can
count on is the coffee
guys. A shout out to
Dunker's too. Keep it up.

them in public. Did you
really thip.k that ~
bad habit you
have goes uono-tlced tn etass?
Yes, you are in
college. All the
more reason to act like it.

Jeers to -

You~
wbatyou ~
ask for so stop
complaining, get
outside and make

AmiTY
KLAUS
NICK PAXTON

• The New~ racebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles.
current events or campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now
exclusively online at
thenews.org.

What time
is your
earliest
class?

,__

-- _____ -·--·- --· - ....,_

..

everyone thinking

one man controls whether or
not they have a job. Did you
think a free market would be
anything different?

-

it,happen.

•

Jaywalking

Music to the ears
Music is a
very
important
element to my life.
I thiilk most people would agree
with that statement no matter
what their taste is.
No other aspect of
John Walker human culture
allows for the
Opinion Editor amount of diversity in opinion on what is and is not
good.
Even though we fmd ourselves at
odds with one another over taste
there seems to be very little conflict
generated by our love for those wonderful sounds. Sure there is the occasional argument or slight brought on
whenever a new form takes the limelight.
But even then we don't go to war or
commit genocide when we disagree
over the subject. I have a wide variety
of tastes when it comes to my own
love for music. Whether it is old time
Appalachian, swing or punk I fmd
tunes for just about every occasion.
Something I have realized is there
is no bad genre. They all have great
artists and they all have artists fans
wish never existed. The point is
humanity found a way to communicate our deepest emotions and share
them.
Even if they aren't the same feelings or others do not share them it
allows us to release all those thoughts
and feelings we just can't fmd the
right words for.
When I get up in the morning and
want to get ready for school I will
always turn on some classy crooning
by Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin.
And when I just want to sit and
reflect on the week I will throw on
some traditional folk or· Gaelic. Of
course when anger sets in there is
always some punk or militant tunes
to release my angst and fear.
The idea of creating a cultural identity as beautiful and expressive as this
can be seen as one of the great attributes in our evolution.
u•can be long and complicated and
have no real meaning to all but a few
or so simple and short with .a clear
message almost everyone can feel
and relate to.
'
I am scared ~hen meeting people
who describe themselves as someone
who just isn't that into music. I have
met a few in my lifetime and it is very
all humans
disconcerting. How,
have created, can anyone not fmd
enjoyment in at least one form? It
seems there is a really deep connection to be made through it.
Even those who cannot hear have
made efforts ·to experience music in
our world. How can those who have
the ability to hear be so intent on not
listening?
It begs the question of which is
worse; those who do not enjoy music
at all or the infamous and hated snobs
who just never seem to go away?
I would make the argument they
equally share a loss in not taking an
active part to understand one of the
most spectacular accomplishments
the human race has to offer. But you
know what they say. That's life.
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu.
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Paducah reviews park gun law
Edward Marlowe
Staff writer
On Thesday, Aug. 23, Paducah city commissioners continued to move toward altering two
city ordinances to allow people to openly carry
firearms in city parks.
Sgt. Mark McCuh;ton, Calloway County/
Murray Police Department shift supervisor
shed some light on the ordinances of Calloway
County and Murray in regard to gun regulation.
"The only place you cannot have a frrearm is
in the Justice Building,.. McCuiston said. "You ,
can even have a firearm in the police station, as
long as you are in the lobby."
McCuiston said it is the discretion of local
businesses to set their own laws and regulations
regarding guns, but legally anyone who is a nonconvicted felon and of legal age can carry a gun
anywhere countrywide.
~Right now there are no laws or ordinances in
place to limit carrying weapons of any kind,"
McCuiston said.
According to the Murray State Student Handbook, regardless of licenses or county, state or
national law, students and faculty are not
allowed to carry concealed weapons.
"The possession, whether open or concealed,
of any weapon including, but not 1 1imited to,
firearms, explosives, BB guns, throwing stars,
knives with blades of more than four inches,
and any weapon or an imitation that could be
used to cause fear in another person is prohibited," the handbook states.
Previously, Paducah city ordinances did not
allow for guns to be present on a person inside
of a city park.
The call for change to city laws is a resu lt of
McCracken County resident Charley Pulley
bringing the ordinances to attention at a com·
missioner meeting in early June.
Pulley brought his gun with him to the meeting, but had it removed from Chief James Barry
before entering the commissioner's chambers.
Pulley said he hesitantly conceded the holster

and attended the meeting una rmed.
In response, Pulley wrote a letter to Paducah
City Manager Jeff Pederson regarding Barry's
actions.
ln a short letter, Pederson responded that
people have the right to feel safe in a public
forum and backed Barry's actions.
"l was appalled that (Pederson) did not only
refuse to correct the chief's actions but further
condoned them," Pulley told the Paducah Sun
on June 26. ''In his response, (Pederson) said be
believes people have a right to feel safe in the
commission chambers."
Pulley defended his rights more directly.
"In reading through the Bill of Rights, one
does not see the right to feel safe written anywhere," Pulley said. "There is a good reason for
this folks, and that is because people fear things
illogically."
Pederson also said in the letter that the issue
would be addressed at the next commissioner's
meeting on June 14.
Pulley attended the meeting and spok.,e at the
commission, lobbying to have the law changed.
At the meeting, Pulley stressed that both he and
his family wanted to feel protected in public and
that carrying a gun in a city park was his right.
Paducah Mayor Bill Paxton, and part of the
City Commission, defended both Pederson and
Barry's actions at the June 14 meeting.
"Counties have gotten that law amended,''
Paxton told the PJducah Sun. ''They do not havt!
to allow someone with a gun coming into the
Commission chambers. As president of the Kentucky League of Cities. I intend to do everything
I can to make the legislators aware of that."
Paxton was uneasy to let this pass through
legislation, but later admitted that it was a law
that must be abided.
"It doesn't make you feel real safe to have
people running around our parks with guns,"
Paxton said. "But those are the laws so we'll
abidt! by them."
Said Paxton to Pulley at the June 14 meeting:
''You can stand there and say whatever you like

N~ek

but we're the ones who are intimidated."
Pam Spencer, Paducah public information
officer, said soon after the meetings, city attor·
· neys looked into Pulley's claim and found that
he was correct about the county laws and his
right to carry a gun in city parks.
wonce the lawyers looked into it, the ordinances were amended to conform to state law,"
Spencer said. "(Pulley) was very thorough in his
research."
,_
Spencer said that 28 city parks and the skate
park fall under the new statute and that signage
prohibiting gun-carrying dther has already
been ur will be removed in the near future.
He also lobbied judge J!xecutive Van New-

Team to assess Greek life
Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor
A national Greek assessment team. the Fraternity and Sorority
Coalition Assessment, is visiting Murray State next week to evaluate Greek life on campus.
Tara Hawthorne, director of Greek life. said the team is a com·
bination of all of the nation<~! councils, the North American Inter·
fraternity Conference, the National Pan-Hellenic council, National Pan-Hellenic conference and National Association for Latino
Fraternity Organizations.
Hawthorne said the team will not only meet with the fraternities and sororities on campus, but others as well.
"We have three to four members that will be coming in next
week that are represented across the board of the chapters we
have here and will just be meeting with different constitutions," .
she said. "So. we're trying to get them to meet with faculty mem-
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Audrie Henley, 6, and her grandmother Paula Henley throwbread In the lake Sunday at Noble Park In Paducah, Ky.

bcrs and non-Greek students."
They will meet with President Randy Dunn, Vice President Don
Robertson and Assistant Vice President Mike Young, Hawthorne
said.
After their evaluation, they will provide a report listing recom·
mendations for all of the chapters, giving Univeristy the oppor·
tunity to adjust wehere necessary, she said.
Hawthorne said the :lssessment will help Greek life grow.
"We're at a position where we're growing and trying to
strengthen and we want to make sure that we're doing that in the
appropriate way and taking the proper steps to do so," she said.
"Having them come in and evaluate where we're at and what
we're doing will be a huge benefit for us."
Hawthorne said she doesn't know what to expect out of the
evaluations.
"1 think with anything like this. you're going to get a lot of pos·
itive feedback, you're going to get a lot of nt•gative feedback and

berry to have the county remove signagc from
county parks prohibiting gun-carrying.
McCracken Fiscal Court agreed last month tb
remove signs barring guns from Carson Park.
"In my opinion he- has done his homework,"
Newberry told the Paducah Sun on June 26.
Kentucky is one of l3 states that allows per·
sons over the age of 18 to carry a non·concealed
weapon on themselves or in their vehicle without a permit or license. A conccaled·carry
license must still be obtained to keep the
weapon from view of the public.
Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@
murraystate.edu

I think with us wanting to grow, we have to be open to that experience," she said.
Michael Shepperd, senior fn)m Rard~town, Ky., and president
of Sigma Phi Epsilon, said he expcc.:ted his fraternity to do well
with the assessments.
"As far as Sig Ep's concerned, we're going to look OK," he said.
"We rank pretty high nationally within our own organization, we
just won the Buchanan Cup of Chapter Excellence, which dignifies the top Sig Ep chapters in the country, so I feel, personally,
that we stand as one of the top chapters in the country."
Katie McAllister. senior from St. Petersburg, Fla., and president
of Zeta Phi Beta, said she was looking forward to the assessment
and is using it as a way to foster the chapter.
~e feel as if good advice on how we can change the way we
run our chapters and the programs we have on campus and let us
know who we can enhance them and make other people more
become more involved," she said.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said bringing
the assessment team to Murray State is the next step in order to
continue to foster Greek life. •
"It's our next step as we work to improve and strengthen our
Greek system,'' Robertson said. "We're very excited about having
this happen."
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.

What is Eid·a1-Ftir?
• Muslim holiday, llcOQnizinQ tbe eld of
lallladan, the lslalic holy day of fasting.
• The holiday is typically celebrated in a
festival-type atmosphere with many bretllren

present.
Photo wurtesy of !shan Alkhatlb

Members of several International student groupsperform a dance routine at the the celebration of Eld-al-ftlr saturday.

.

International
groups honor
Eid-al-Ftir
Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor
Students gathered in the Curris Center Saturday to celebrate
Eid-al-Ftir, an Islamic holiday indicating the end of fasting after
Ramadan and the month of Shawal.
The celebration lasted fo r several hours and was a time when
Muslim students on campus and members of the community ate
dinner together, socialized and played games.
Before the festivities, Ihsan Alkhatib, assistant p rofessor of
humanities and fine arts, said the group prayed and were then
separated by gender for dinner.
Alkhatib said the event was a way for the Muslim Student
Organization, The United Arab Emigrants and Saudi Student
Organization to promote a feeling of family.
"It's to crente a community feeling," he said. ''I lived in a community that had a lot of Muslims. ... you have an environment

-----~

where you can get food and here, they stand out. So in a way they
feel isolated, so they get together to create this kind of community."
Eid·al-Ftir fell a few days prior to the event, Alkhatib said, but
the group could not celebrate because of classes and other daily
activities.
In Arabic countries, school is canceled to allow for prayer and
time with family, he said.
Ibraheem Alkahtani, freshman from Saudi Arabia, said the
party's guests varied in nationality. Saudi Arabian, Jordanian and
Lebanese students and families were all present.
Alkahtani said one of th~ goals of the Muslim organizations on
campus is to teach the residents on campus about Muslim culture.
"We have some ambitions to share with other people from
other cultures to come to understand our culture," he said.
"Because we have a big. bad challenge in thLo; country. in the Unit·
ed States, beginning from the 9/ll events and that makes us more
anxious. I believe, and my citizens also, they believe they have a
strong responsibility to show the people that we are peaceful pco·
p ic, that we arc friendly people."
Alkahtani said part of t he Eid-al-Fitr holid:1y is to show they are
advocates of peace and to introduce their culture to others.
"It's important to meet together and to discover our Muslim
friends because we only see them (a few) times ~ year," be .s aid.
"It's a good chance to come together and sec some of our citi:l;ens."
Abd ulrahman Yarali, associate' professor of engineering and
technology and adviser for MSO, said people celebrate Eid-ai·Ftir
in a variety of ways, while most conform to a set of guidlincs
painted out in the Quran.
"Muslims, they celebrate in different ways. but they all come to
wake up early in the morning, put the best dress that they have,
give money to kids, give money to poor people, get together in a
mosque or outdoors together, pray to God and then they cat
together and they celebrate," he said .
Eid-al-Ftir is a time of reflection. Yarali said.
"(Islam) says whether we were lucky or not, whether we were
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• The holiday is marked by a unique prayer,
consistincJ of several lifting of one's bands
and ears to Allah.
Information CQurtesy Ql Hlam.com
a good person or not, whether we were to go and follow the way
God, Allah, wants," he said.
The time of fasting prior to Eid-al-Ftir is a way Muslims connect to the hungry or poor, Yarali said. and make room in busy
schedules for uninterrupted prayt•r.
The h{)liday is not recognized in most 4merican cultures,
Yarali said.
He said most students cannot celebrate the holiday until after
school is over.
"ft's unfortunate that it's supposed to be a holiday because we
have about 15 million Muslims in the United States." Yarali said.
"Here at Murray State, we have about 300 students who arc Muslim and usually this is a holiday for them, they need to be off campus or off school without being penalized, but that has not happened yet."
He said this will allow the students to have an actual holiday as
they would in Arabic countries.
"If it's official, then the students have a feeling that it's really a
holiday," he·said. "They feel that it is a real holiday. Some of the
Muslim students would like to sec that they would recognize this
day as a holiday so they arc allowed to be excused for that partiewar day."
It is important for students and members of the community to
gather, Yarali said.
"It's imporqmt for them to get together to be recognized, that
there is another group of people of a different religion with other
religions that they are here and they want to be recognized and
they want to be respected."
This expectation comes from an Islamic teaching of coexistence, he said.
·
Said Yarali: "They expect pf.'oplc to recognize thl'nt, at the same
time, Muslim students are trying to show Christians that,
although we have different religions and we have differe nces, but
the different religion, any religion should not be a source of anger,
animosity or h ostility. The basic teaching of Islam is coexisting,
that we are able to coexist with Christians and Jews."
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.
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Board authorizes
off-campus discipline

1·69 Designation
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Olivia Medovich
Staff writer
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The map above shows the portion of the Wendell H. Ford Western Kentucky Parkway"soon to be encompassed by 1·69. •

State renames local parkway
into 1·6~," Tudd said of the parkway streting from Marshall to
Hopkins t:ountics. "By d!llng this, we will be shortening the dis·
tance between nUml'rous Kentucky towns."
According to T(ldd, the l-6CJ corridor was planned to hnvc two
main functions-shorten distances between Calvert City to
Eddyville and from Madisonville to Henderson. The new inter·
state was also intended to bring the Julian Carroll/Purchase Park·
way closer to Fulton.
Prior to the offidat .signs showing the start of 1-69 being put up,
the interstate was deemed to undergo some changes in order to
meet fcdl·ral interstate guidelines. Some of the upgrades scheduled are improving exit and entrance ramps to meet interstate
:.t:mdards, raising some overpass bridges to increase clearance
and upgrading bridge rails and guardrails.
'1tldd said once the Fedllral Interstate Administration approved
the plans for I-69, nil they had to do was advertise the plans to
highway contr:~cwrs for bids.
"Once the contractors give us their bids. then we can go ahead
and start going ahead with the signs," he said. "The public should
~'xpcct 1-69 to come forth at the end of this year."
Mike llancuck, Kentucky Transportation secretary, said the
bids should be accepted by Oct. 21 and will have a much bigger
effect then just improving distance rates.
"Thi~ agrccmenl with otir partners at fHWA (federal HighW:\Y
Association) is n great exnmpk of a practical solution that saves
taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars and minimizes an
impact on the environment," Hancock said. "It maximizes the usc
of one of Kentucky's great assets, its parkway system, to build
upon n great national asset, the interstate highway system."
An event for the opening of the new corridor is scheduled to
take plac~ at the end of October, T~.>dd said. ·
Bcsh~:1r said the interstate was just the first step to many Of the
positive improvements plannt.>d for Kentuck}'.
Contact Villanueva at svillanueva@murraystate.edu.

Samantha Villanut.-va
Contributing writer
A section of the Wendell H. Ford Western Kentucky Parkway
was approved on Aug. :l5 by Gov. Steve Beshcar to become part of
the long-anticipat<.'d Interstate 69.
Signs signaling the entrance of the interstate are expected to be
seen by the end of tht.• year.
The appropriated !iCCtion was the 38-mile stretch between I-24
and the Edward T. Rreathitt Pennyrile Parkway. 1-69 already
stretche!! from Port Hurlm, Mich.. all the way down to the Mexican border in Houston, 'lcxas.
According to the Federal Highway Administration, a road can
only become an interstate if it is connected somehow to an existing one. The picked section is planned to be an extending corri·
dor to the already existing J-69.
Steve Beshcar, going into his fourth year as state governor, said
the new interstate will not only allow fur an easier and quicker
way across Kentucky hut it would help the state with having better communication.
"This is a breakthrough for the people of Kentucky- and especially for folks in the Pennyritc region," Gov. Beshear said in a
press release. "The addition of a second designated interstate
highway in the region will open doors for economic development. This is truly a landmark achievement."
With the addition of 1·69, the interstate will be a total of 55
miles long across the state. Kentucky will also be one of the few
tO MVC had tWO intL'rstatcs. 1·24 and [·69, traveling the same
route.
Keith Todd, public information officer of the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, said the new parkway addition in Kentuck-y
was planned to decrease the distance between far western Kentucky and more central regions in the !>"tate.
~wliat we will be mainly do in~ is converting a section of 1-24
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The U nivcrsity Board of Regents authorized itself Aug. 26 to
discipline a student if he or she does something off-campus th at
negatively affects Murray State.
1 ·~ny ofT-campus conduct or beh;1vior. whlcb would be subject
to disciplinary action if it occurred on campus, will be subject to
disciplinary proceedings if it adversely affects or raises reasonable ~oncl.!rns for the safety or well-being of any person or property on campus, or if it is detrimental to the objectives or purposes of the University or any of the University's programs or
operations,'' thl• Board's off-campus conduct policy states.
The goal of the policy is not to police every action that happens
off campus. Josh Jacobs. chief-of-staff of presidential accounts,
said. It intends to allow the University to take action against cases
that influence the safety of students and the institution.
"If there was a domestic dispute at an off-campus facility and it
turned into violence, that did not occur on campus, but it does
pose a threat to the victim's safety while attending classes on
campus," he said. "In that scenario there would be concern about
that student and we would like th e ability to protect them."
There is pcrhnps some confusion regarding the intentions of
the policy, Jacobs said.
"It is likely not going to affect 99 percent of students on cam·
pus," he sa~d ... It is those circumstances where there is a si~rnificant threat to harm the institution or students."
·
'J'hc Board of Regents made recommendations to change the
policy, )ermiah Johnson, SGA president, said.
"I'm not sure how other universities hand\c this and I'm not
sure how we arc going to handle this policy yet," Johnson said.
The nt'W policy states if a student docs something dctrinlental
to the University name then the University can take action.
Susan Camp. graduate student from Elkton, Ky.. said students
should be aware of their behavior off campus and how it influ·
enccs the University.
"l feel that the University has the right to expel a ·student
because of the misrepresentation of the University with in the
community,'' sh~ said. "If something is considered a felony, then
the University should take action."
The University has always had a policy stating if a student commits an act ofT campus, they may be subject to punishment by the
University through the Judicial Board, Mike Young, vice president
of Student Affairs, said.
"The Judicial Board's job is mainly to look at the evidence that
is presented to them and make a reasonable decision as to what is
more believable information," he said.
-If a student commits a felony or other violation and the University feels it threatens the environment on campus, the Judicial
Board has the right to recommend expu lsion of the student,
Young said.
"All cases arc handled through a process where all students
have thl' right to expect a fair and impartial hearing," he said.
I.yndscy Freeman, judicial board chair, said the Judicial Board
has been introduced to the policy and it is just now being put into
effect.
"We have special training on how to handle these issues
whether it. be sexual harassment ot a&Cle mic dishonesty." sh e
said.
Contact Mcdovich at omedovicb@murraystate.edu
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University
registrar
resigns
•

Austin Ramsey
News Editor
Murray State officials are bracing for the
unknown this month, following Registrar Tina
Collins' resignation over the summer to take a
similar position at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham.
Collins, who held the registrar position for

Courtney Laverdure
Contributing writer
Imagine falling 65 feet off the side of a cliff and living to tell the
tale.
In October 2010, John Edwards, freshman from Murray, lost his
footing and fell 65 feet backward off of Pilot Rock outside of
Hopkinsville.
He said he had gone climbing and rappelling with his sister,
dad and some other friends as they usually did for fun. Edwards
said he was preparing his gear to rappel when he stepped too far
back and lost his balance.
"If (my dad) was not there I may not have made it," he said.
After his sister witnessed his fall, he was rushed by ambulance
to an open field and met by Life-Flight to air lift him to Vander~
hilt University Medical Center, he said. Due to his severe inter·
nal injuries, the medical staff had to stabilize him before surgery.
"When I got that phone call, I thought I was going there to say
goodbye to my sonz" his mother said.
He said alon&with one cOJla~d \~and the Qqler p~
collapsea, be sustained a l>roken pelvis, eight oroken ribs, a com~
pound fracture in his left arm and a shattered wrist on the other,
but miraculously no injuries to his back or neck.
"It is easier to count what I didn't break," he said.
He said he endured a total of 11 surgeries and countless screws
and plates were implanted to piece his bones back together.
He needed 46 staples in his stomach and so many sutures he

nearly a year and a half, will leave Friday for the
r.:egistrar's position at UAB, leaving Tracy
Roberts, associate registrar, as interim.
The registrar at UAB is an executive-level
position, a step up from Murray's registrar,
which is a director's position in the administra·
tion, giving her more managerial effect and a
larger salary, she said.
"It was basically an opportunity J couldn't
pass up," she said. "Because of the size of the
university - it's a larger university - and
because the level of responsibility is going to be
increased for me, that's what attracted me to the
position."
Collins said she has worked in enrollment
management at various universities since she
was 16. A passion to help students obtain their
academic goals has driven her to establish as
much face-t~face action as an administrative
role permits, she said.
"Every role that I was in, I always had a direct
effect on students and on what the students'
goals were," she said. "And that's really what
made me fall in love with enrollment manage·
ment, because I have a direct effect on students'
goals."
The University employed Collins only
months after 2009's implementation of the Ban~
ner System, leaving her office responsible for its

said he could not keep track.
He was in and out of consciousness for the first two weeks of
his stay at Vanderbilt and does not recall the day of the accident,
be said.
"When I realized what had happened I was scared, but I did
not want to show it because I did not want to freak everyone else
out," he said.
He spent a total of 24 days at Vanderbilt before he moved
home to receive home care for two months. He had a home
nurse, physical therapist and an occupational therapist administer therapy and treatment. he said.
Because be was unable to sit for long periods due to his pelvic
injury, he missed a good portion of his senior year, he said. This
meant missing his last season of track he had been training for up
until the accident.
During his recovery process, he continued his high school cur~
riculum in order to technically graduate in December.
Edwards said he worked on his school work at home to make
up for what he had missed and to finish out the rest of his high
school credits.
He discontinued his physical and occupational therapy at
home and started treatment at the Murray~Calloway County
Hospital's Center for Health and Wellness.
This was just maintenance work, such as lower body strength,
conditioning and occupational therapy for upper body and fmer
movements to regain function after the nerve damage in his
hands, he said.
Edwards was able to attend his prom at the end of his senior
year with the rest of his class. He also walked at the May gradu·
ation ceremony where he received a standing ovation from the
audience.
"I wish I wouldn't have missed so much of my senior year, I
just missed the people and the stuff that went along with finish·
~. high school," he said.
.,.. 'Edwards continued his physical and occupational therapy up
until this August when he began classes at Murray State, he said.
With months of recovery behind him, Edwards has been able
to start running and play ultimate Frisbee with friends, he said.
He is looking forward to being able to regain enough strength to
climb again. •

Contact Laverdure at courtncy.Javcrdurc@murra:Ystatc.edu.

maintenance and updates, she said.
Under her leadership, the office developed
the Banner System so students can order enrollment vertifications, apply for graduation ana
order transcripts, all online - matching pace
with larger univ~rsities' initiatives, she said.
Collins added lately she has been involved in
looking at viable products to replace Murray
State's degree audit system.
"We're looking at a degree audit system that's
more interactive and with which students and
advisers can just get a clearer picture of where
students with regards to their progress toward a
degree," she said.
She will not be present for the system's
implementation, she said.
Collins said she thinks her most dynamic
contribution to the Offke of the Registrar was
her will to allocate management.
"I think I've been most positive in my office
in empowerment - empowering those people to
do the wonderful jobs that they've been doing
forever, without having to consult the registrar
on every issue," she said.
That is the factor Provost Bonnie Higginson
said she found most refreshing about Collins'
work.
Higginson. who is responsible for the search
committee effort to find Collins' replacement

next spring, said Collins' management style
compelled Higginson along with the search
committee two years ago to hire her in the first
place.
"She had a different management style." Higginson said. .:And she was determined to have
people in leadership positions. Whereas, in
times past. every decision would have to go
through the registrar."
Higginson said the process of selecting a new
registrar will begin later than usual - next
spring - because the University is focused on
other administration.al acquisitions, allowing
Roberts to assume both her role as associate
registrar and the position of registrar until that
time.
Roberts, who held the interim registrar posi·
tion before Collins, said she hopes to maintain
some of the changes Collins made to the office
while accelerating some academic policy
changes.
Some policies Roberts mentioned included a
reform to the requirements necessary to receive
a baccalaureate degree.
''There are so many rules It takes to get a bac·
calaureate degree," she said. ''Are all of those
rules necessary?"
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@murraystate.

edu.
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Racers ready? Mount up

Oh, you've got to love the.fans

.

I've been a fan of college foot· .------::::=-----.
ball ever since I could walk;
growing up in Tennessee left
me with no choice. Every Saturday my friends and family
would gather at my house or a
friend's house to watch Tennessee Vols games. I was a rebel
in my younger years so I chose
to root against the Vols despite
Dylan
my community's d ie-hard devoStinson
tion 1to their beloved orange
superheros.
Assistant Sports
Editor
Despite my rebellion. I grew
to love college football. There truly is something
special about Saturdays in the fall. From the cheerleaders, to the band, to the tailgate parties, you just
can't beat the atmosphere of a college football game.
But the most outrageous and intriguing aspect of a
college football game is, without a doubt, the fans.
Over my 21 short years of attending live games
and viewing parties, I've noticed three d istinct types
of fans that attend college football games. I'm convinced that anyone and everyone who is a college
football fan is a c~ual fan, a hardcore fan or an
obsessive fan.
No. 1 - The Casual Fan:
The casual fan is, in fact, the most common type
of fan you will find when attending a college football game. From drunken frat-daddies to the 40 year
olds blaring Lynyrd Skynyrd and playing corn-hole,
these fans are the root and foundation upon which
college football is built.
Casual fans treat college football games as a social
event and could really care less about the outcome
of the game or the team itself. However, you would
never know this if you only observed their actions
because they are the loudest fans in the stadium.
Casual fans look for any excuse they can to yell
really loudly. When their team scores they cheer
like they've won the lottery, but when their team
does something wrong you better take cover and
put your hands over your ears because four-letter
curse words and beer cans will be.flying through the
air like a war scene from "Band of Brothers."
Casual fans want their team to win, but aren't too
concerned with a loss because either way you will
find them at the bars afterward either celebrating a
victory or drowning their sorrows. It truly is a win·
win situation for the casual fan.

The Racers have won
six of their last eight
home openers. but are
looking for their first
home opener win
under Hatcher's
direction.

Last weekend the Racers
defeated the Mississippi
Valley Devils 39~ in
Murray State's first
shutout on the road
since '1996.

Victory over Tennessee
State last year made
Hatcher the fifth
youngest coach to 100
college football victories
just behind Pop Warner.

No. 2- The Hardcore Pan:
The hardcore fan, in my opinion, is by far the
~""'m=o""st annoying. R'lifdcore fans are tne guys who
come to the football games dressed exactly like the
coaches. Their W'drdrobe usually consists of a collared shirt with the team's logo, a sun-visor, khakis,
and Nike turf-shoes.
Hardcore fans like to believe they are smarter
than everyone on the coaching staff. They say things
like "Well, if we could just score touchdowns, make
some tackles and stop the other team from scoring,
we'd win every game!"
You won't find hardcore fans having any fun at
the game either. Hardcorc fans are too busy dis·
cussing statistics from the previous game and the
opposing team's defensive schemes. They also have
a paid membership to Rivals.com and stalk their
teams' potential recruits like a 16-year-old girl stalks
her high school crush on Facebook.
Hardcorc fans, although way too competitive and
highly annoying, arc usually pretty sane people. It's
not unusual to see the hardcore fan and the casual
fan hanging out together at the bars after a big win,
but if there is a loss you wont find hardcore fans at
the bars, they'll be home studying up on the next
game, strategizing and planning for nothing.
No. 3 - The Obsessive Fan:
Now when I usc the term "obsessive" please don't
take it lightly. The obsessive fan is really obsessed
with his team. The obsessive fan is rare, strange and
socially awkward. They are usually overweigh t,
smell bad and have some kind of gross neck-beard.
I can usually find one or two of these types at a
game. If you want to find one you have to look in the
strangest of places. I've found the most common
place to spot an obsessive fan is in the very top corners of the stadium, where no one else is. Or in the
corners of the front row at less-crowded games (I
dont know why they like corners so much).
·
Obsessive fans are always decked out in their
team's colors from head-to-toe and do not talk to
anyone during the games (they usually don't have
much of a social life as it is). They can always be
found wearing headphones during the game to listen to commentators and tune out the cheers of the
casual fans. There is no time for cheering in an
obsessive fan's mind because their team is in the
midst of battle, they're at war and no one cheer.;
during war!
Obsessive fans do not own a piece of clothing that
doesn't have their team's logo on it. Obsessive fans
are always sitting alone and most have no wife or
kids. What do they need those for? They have 100
kids out there on the field. Whereas the casual fan
and the hardcore fan often times will be watching
the game together, obsessive fans only associate
with other obsessive fans, because they can't relate
to anyone else.
Now that you know the three types of college
football fans, I challenge you to attend a game this
season and look for each one of these. Oh, and if you
happen to see an obsessive fan, please snap a picture with one and send it to me. Don't worry about
offending them; they'll be too focused on their boys
in battle to notice you.

Contact Stinson at dstinson@murraystate.edu.

Senior running back
Mike Harris was named
OVC Player of the Week
• for his performance against
Mississippi Valley last Saturday.

The Racers' offense trots on to the field at Papa John's Stadium against Louisville before falllllCJ Zl-9 to the cardinals.

Family weekend, home opener arrives
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
The Racers allowed 21 points in what was a
heart-wrenching first half against Louisville.
However. for the 103 minutes of J?lay after the
last Louisville point was scored, no opponent
bas come close to tacking up points.
Murray State beat Mississippi Valley State
Saturday to the tune of 39-0 in which defense,
special teams, passing and rushing all collectively played a part in the final score.
Not only was the shutout impressive, but it
was the first road shutout for Murray State
since 1996.
"That's only the third shutout I believe I've
ever had," Coach Chris Hatcher said in a press
conference Monday. "You've got to take your
bat off to Coach Anders and his staff for doing
a great job."
Hatcher and the Racers hope to continue a
near-seven-quarter shutout this weekend as
they take on the Tennessee State Tig~rs Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Continuing the shutout will not be an easy
task.
In its first two games, Tennessee State (1-1)
averaged 210 yards rushing and looks to continue that success against a Murray State team
yielding almost no yards rushing per contest.

"They're going line up ... they're big and
physical." Hatcher said of their offense. "They
like to run it at you. We're going to have to
contain the QB and limit the big play."
Combine a running attack with a young, athletic defense that has averaged four turnovers
per game and the Murray State Racers are
looking at a challenge for their first home
game of the season.
"This week's a different challenge," Hatcher
said. "When you tum on the film, I'm not so
sure to say that this isn't the best team we've
played up to date. All the way across the
board, as far as offense, defense. and special
teams ... if we can shut this team out, we've got
another feather in our cap:'
One guy to watch in this Saturday's match up
is up and coming junior wide receiver Hannibal Beauford.
·
In his first start of the season against Mississippi Valley State. Beauford emerged as a
consistent target for Casey Brockman, catching seven p~sses for ill yards. He leads the
team in reception yards with UO.
"I spent last year behind (Marcus) 'Soup'
Harris. learning from him and watching him
attack defenses," Beauford said. "I'm ready to
contribute what I can."
Hatcher and the offense has been looking
for a go-to guy to jumpstart Brockman and the

passing game.
"(Beauford) was our most consistent receiv·
er out of camp:' Hatcher said. ''We moved him
around and finally put him in the X spot.
Hard, competing type guy and it was big for
him to have a good g:fme this past Saturday."
Coming off of OVC Player of the Week honors, senior running back Mike Harris will look
to keep defenses honest after rushing for 104
yards and two touch downs in just 19 carries
against Mississippi Valley State.
Mter two games, Harris averaged llO.S yards
rushing per game and is the focal point of the
Murray State offense.
With the recent hot streak of turnovers and
stops; the defense will certainly continue to
play a major role, and Saturday's matchup is
no different.
"We hope to continue to force turnovers and
just swarm to the ball," junior defensive back
Julian Whitehead said. "We want to give our
offense good field position as often as possible."
This game not only marks the beginning of
OVC play for the Racers, but it is also an
important weekend for the Murray State community, celebrating Family Weekend.
Kickoff is at 6 p.m.

Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@
murraystate.edu.
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Junior offensive lineman
Roderick Tomlin, 28

Men's team prepares for
October tournament, 38
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Cross Country

Open Mouth, Insert Football

Cross country tea•ns malre a run for it

Whafs that Hank?

such schools ao; the University of the Cumberlands, Delta State University
and Rluc Mountain College.
"I was really happy with how the girls did (at the Memphis ·1\vilight
Challenge)." Severns said. "Everybody raced really well."
This season, the team is using the strategy of running as~1 pack to keep
a good pace and stay together, Severns said.
The women's team is packing a punch this sea:;un with sophonmrc Rebecca Hht•tamu who was named the ftrst OVC Player nfthe Week this season after a great debut at the Memphis Twilight Classic. As a transfer
student from Central Arizona Community Coll<·ge, Hbct:•mu Is in her first
year on the team. Before coming to Murray State. Hbetamu earned AllAmc.rican honors in cross country and track.
A runner to watch this season is senior Kayla Crusham. During the
2009·10 season, Crusham competed exclusively in distance cwnts earning
the best indoor time at the EIU Mega Meet. with a blazing time of 11:33.27
in the 3,000-metcr indoor event. In the 2008 season, she was on the OVC
commissioners honor roll.
Crusham said the team has put forth much hard work and effort through
their long practices two to three times per week.
1'hcy can get pretty hard," Crusham said. "fhcy're held at a racing pace,
so with distance there is also speed."
With constant hard work applied by the team. Cntsham said she enjoys
being n Racer.
''I love wearing that blue and gold," she said.
The team's next meet is also at the SIU·E Cro:;s Clluotry Challenge
today.
Contact Besser at cbesser@murraystate.edu.

Carty Besser

"Why yes, I am ready for
some football. Thanks for asking."
<Disclaimer: I stole that line
from my Facebook buddy. Garrett Gilkey, but it perfectly embodies my sentiments.)
Fur two weeks my 27·inch
dummy box has been the place
Ben
I get my fix of helmets cracking, crowds screaming and col·
Morrow
lege kids half-destroying each Spllrts columnist
other over a leather ball. On
Saturday. I'll get my flll of imercollegiate violence
Jive.
Hnnk Williams, Jr. has been serenading me for a
month. The sweet, ple1lsing tones of the critically
acclaimed wordsmith known as Bocephus keep
drawing me like a moth to a flame as he repeated!~·
asks the same question in that unique and melodious style that only he and Frank Sinatra could exemplify.
(OK. probably not)
Still, I'm ready for live football. All I've been able
to do \tp to this point is sit on m}' hands and wait.
But Saturday is coming.
These two weeks have offered electrifying games
as l watched while permanently glued to my recliner, but something was still missing.
This is fall. I should be outside, feeling an autumn
breeze, climbing concrete steps, waiting in line for
overpriced, over-salted popcorn. listening to a small
brass band play the same tunes over and over and
watching the scoreboard dock behind the south end
The student athletes manage 15 to
zone tick down as I anxiously wait for the opening
20 hours of pra~tice every week,
kickoff.
plus conditioning programs while
Hank, I've been ready for nearly a year.
maintaining good grades.
On Saturday, we students finally get to fill Roy
Gt•rlach said he has a busy schedStewart Stadium with blue and gold and squeal
ule.
wildly for our boys on the Murray State gridiron. I
"Right now I'm taking 21 hours,
can't wait.
and have a top five position in my
I'm ready to see what our boys can do. After givfraternity and I'm playing tennis, so
ing a solid three quarters in the opener against
it's definitely an everyday struggle,"
Louisville and handing out a bare-fanny spanking of
Gerlach said. "But tennis is someMississippi Valley State last Saturday, I'm ready to
thing that I love, so it's definitely
see
if they will offer the same level of play at home
worth the time and sometimes it
against Tennessee State.
stresses me out but it's always
I'm .-eady to see some guys step up. On Saturday
worth it in the end."
we'll get to see with our own eyes if the players have
However, these players said they
taken a lesson from last year and have learned to
are thankful for the benefits of
stop the run. Talk about Casey Brockman all you
be.ing on the team. especially Be~vant, but I'll be watching the lines.
rardo who c<~mc to Murray from
(For the cheerleaders, that's the oiTt.•nsivc and de·
Sao Paulo. Brazil.
fensive lines. Not the lines on the field.)
"When I was 16 I realized I
If our defensive tackles can plug that middle, and
wanted to come to the U.S," he said.
if our 0-line can spring Mike Harris free into the
"Coach Md (Purcell) convinced me
secondary. then I'll be a happy man.
to come play tennis. I saw this was
I h:we confidence that Brockman will make his
a gre:tt school and I got in touch
reads and hit his guys given enough protection. I feel
with some of the other players that
.safe in say ing our secondary will hold its own
er" bert:. Braz.tlian.s ~tly, .aad
~'·='"'-"
against a Tennessee tate passing attaclt ifttie Tigers
they all told me to come here beare not allowed to set up their pass play with good
cause it was a great school and a
rushing. I trust Harr~s· instincts if he's given room
great team."
to run.
He said transitioning has been
I'll be watching the lines. If we can stop the run,
hard.
I'll be more optimistic about this season than I was
"Coming here just as a student, it
at the end of last season. I'm ready to see how our
would have been really hard to
•
File
boys have improved in the trenches.
make friends, just because of the
<Thanks, Coach Morrow. Any other obvious com·
Junior
Jortje
Caetano
swings
during
language barrier," he said. "Being
ments?)
spring
match.
on the tennis team, with aU the
I'm ready for the whole experience. I'm ready to
Brazilians, people from other coun- the team's potcnti.tl this rear.
watch the crowd stand and cht•er as Racer 1 spdnts
tries. it's easier because we kind of
The first matches is Oct. 8-!>1 with
down the backstretch after every touchdown.
built a family here, with everyone the Paducah Sun lnvitlltiunal, in Pi\·
I'm ready to hear the crackly voic.e of the anbeing so far away from home. I'm a ducah.Ky.
nouncer make the call through our crappy, ()Utdated
senior now and I'm so happy here."
Contact Ferris at ifesser2@
sound system. I'm ready for the cold concrete st~ats
The players said they believe in murraystate.edu.
and the picturesque view of a sunset over Cral·ker
Barrel.
<That's as close as I'll ever get to writing like
Nathaniel Hawthorne. That's because Hawthorne
sucks.)
I'm ready for one more thing. I'm ready for a game
so intense, so unbelievable, and so fascinating, that
it manages to keep the butts of ADD-plagued students in their seats for the entire game.
It was embarrassing for us to rdl the scats last
year, only as often as not to watch most of the students leave mid-way through the third quarter of the
game.
CSorry, but if their fans end up outnumberlilg ours
before the night is over, we deserve to be called out.)
Stick around. This is college football . Anything
can happen.
I've been waiting for this for a while. Saturday is
almost here.
Are you ready?
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.edu.
Senior Renaldo Domoney swinos In the Racers win against Bethel.

Staff writer
With the summer scorch leaving Murray State, fall weather brings the
cross country team ba<.:k into the picture.
The men's tc;lm kicked off the 2011 season at the Memphis Twilight
Classic in Memphis, Tenn., where they finished 21st place out of22.
"Because it's the start of the season, we have a lot of new guys on the
team," Jenny Severns, head coach, said. "They're still learning the ropes. 1
think it was a good lesson for the boys on how to run longer distances and
keep a good pace."
In high school, cross country meets arc typically a 5K or 3.1 miles long.
However, in collegiate meets. the distance is upward of 8K. or 5 miles long.
Severns said the change in distance is quite a transition.
"The guys just have to pace themselves and keep doing what they're
doing," she said.
The team is bringing back upperclassmen such as junior Andy Pack,
who ran a season-best time of 21:27:55 at the Mid-American Opener in
2008. New freshmen runners include Tyler Inmann. Ryan Johnson and
Ryan Miller. Severns said the freshmen runners are t1tting in with the rest
of the team.
UThe boys have really good teamwork. and the freshmen are doing just
fine," Severns said.
The team's next meet is today at the Southern Illinois University-Eli·
wardsville Cross Country Challenge in Edwardsville, Ill.
Also led by Severns, the women's team is off to a quick start with :m already impressive fifth out of 25 overall finish at Memphis, overcoming

Men's Tennis

Coach, student-athletes ready for season's beginning
Jonathan Ferris
Contributing writer
Men's tennis coach Mel Purcell
has prepared to be a Racer his
whole life.
He began playing ~tennis 47 years
ago when he first moved to Murray.
A graduate of Murray High, Purcell
went on to University of Memphis
and later University of Tennessee
where he won two Southeastern
Conference championships and a
doubles NCAA championship.
After his college career he played
professionally and won the Association of Tennis Professionals rookie
of the year award. dim bed as high
as 17th on the men's world tennis
ranking and reached the quarterfinals of Wimbledon in 1983.
After his professional career. Purcell followed In his father's foot·
steps and returned to Murray to
l>ecome the elder l'urccll's assistant
coach. Mel is now entering his 17th
year of serving-as he<ld coa.ch.
"I wouldn't want to cuacb any·
where else because I grew up here,"
Purcell said. "I'm just proud to be a
Racer and !love Murray."
The current team Is starting to
work out and practice together, will
begin tournaments in October und
play throughout the spring.
Purcell said this is his favorite
part of the year.
"My favorite part of the scotson is
when I' start getting out on the
court with the guys, because I still
play a lot to stay in shape," he said.
"I think working with the guys is
the fun part. Working out in the

mornings for an hour is my favorit~
because I get a workout for an hour
and I just love sharing my knowledge and enjoyment of the game I
have to m}' players."
Led by lone senior Jose Berardo,
this year's team is young, as it will
play five freshmen.
Sophomore Dylan Gerlach said
he was excited for the team this
year.
"I think the stronge~t thing about
us this year is the fact that we're
starting from scratch," Gerlach said.
"We've got a lot of new guys and it's
ju:;t a whole different team and a
new environment and who knows
where we can go or what the overall outcome can be."
Berardo also said the team has
great potential for this season.
"We are all highly motivated," he
said. ''I'm the only senior and
mostly everyone is new, so that
makes everyone on the team want
to play and everyone has to compete. :rbat'li going"to be our great
est strength."
Purcell is also excited about his
team this season.
"We arc always strong both on
and off the court," he said. "When I
do my recruiting we always look at
good b'Tades. We really stress look·
ing at quality kids because that's
what makes champions and quality
players. I'm gonna end up with
about 5 freshmen this year. so it's
hard for me to say what our biggest
strength will be. I am really excited
about them though, I'll tell you that.
1 know our senior players will come
through and help them out, too."
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Jad Kohn
Staff writer
Racer volleybali has h~d a tough season so far;
matches have not gone the Racers' way. They arc
currently on an 11-game losing streak, including the
home opener against Evansville.
"We'll be close, close, dose and then nt the end
we'll do som~thlng <'TillY and we'll lose." Co:11.:h
David Schwcpkcr said. "We just can't push it when
we need to.''
The team lost many of its key hitters this season
and are looking for people to fill those spots.
Schwepker said the players are also having trouble
understanding what their jobs are on thc'courr.
"We are very controlled and very skilled but
when it comes to just one person putting that ball
away when we need it done, we struggle," he said.
"When everybody understands what they are responsible for and finally gets it I think we're going
to sec a change in evt•rybody and in the team itself.''
Power hitting may be ·• problem, but the R:tcers
are skilled and controlled ln their ball movement,
Schwepker said.
"We handle the ball well," he said. "Our setters
are setting well, our passers arc passing well, our
defense is good and our hitters are pretty good.
Good ball control is what helps us."
The Racers have solid competition in their conference and on the schedule. Morehead State w.ts
picked to finish first this yc<tr by the coaches after
winning the regular season title last year. Another
team to beat is Austin Peay who was picked to fin·
\sh second in the prcseas<m voting. APSU won the
2010 tournament championship and earned a trip to
the NCAA tournament that year.
Murray State was picked to finish sixth. Schwepker said it is a fair ranking due to the loss of many
key players nnd so many new ones who have come
aboard.
"The other schools don't know our other players,"

Coach Schwepker talks with his players during abreak.

he said. "Not that they are not good, but the bottom
line is that they haven't SClm them and they don't
know what we have."
Even with the trouble the team has had, Schwepkcr said he believes they can compete with the stiff
competition.
"We just have to find better ways to put that ball
down, w·ays to put that ball away," he said. "I think
if we <:.1.n get that going then we'll be right there
with CVl'rybody."
In spite of their recent stmggles, the players are
maintaining a positive attitude, Schwepker said. The
team captains are working hard tll help their team
and a surprise player is stepping up to the challenge,
which should lead to a brighter future.
''The biggest .surprise was Casey Bucher,"
Schwcpkcr said. "Coming in this year we can use
her for defense and we can usc her for hitting and
we can usc her in a lot of different w~ws I think
that's a big. big plus for us.
•
"Kaylcah Sauer and Teresa Krr•g arc our captains.
. They arc working to be good leaders for this team.
I sec Kayleah as more of a leader out on the fk10r,
t:tking charge out there. This is very helpful for the
team because they need that leadership."
The scores have not shown it but Schwepker said
the team has been improving with every game.
Many of the sets have been close and Schwepker
said the girls have been reaching their goals for the
week.
''We don't want to peak obviously right now." he
said. "You try to get the team to improve all Y<!ar
long. We can only go up from h<'re:·
The Racers said they believe they c:m achieve
their season goal despite the difficulties.
"Our goal every year is It> finish in the top four of
the conference,'" Schwepkcr said. "I feel that when
you finish in the top four it puts you in a position at
the end of the tournament to have a legit chance to
win."
Contact Kohn at jkohn@murraystate.rdu.

Senior llberoKayleah Sauer passes the ball for the Racers.
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Mr. MSU celebrates its 30th year
Allyson Putman
Contributing writer

Information and photoS from
the Associated Press
Compiled by Charlotte Kyle
Celebrities to honor Ferrell's work
jack Rlack, Conan
O'Brien and Larry
King will honor Will
Ferrell with the
nation's top humor
prizct along with
Maya Rudolph and
Molly Shannon from
his "Saturday Night
l.ivc" days.
On Wednesday,
the Kennedy Center
Will Ferrell
in
Washington
announced a lineup
of star comedians who will perform in
Ferrell's honor for the Mark 1\vain Prize
for American Humor. They'll salute him
Oct. 23 in a performance taped for broadcast Oct. 31 on PBS stations nationwide.
Ferrell's longtime collaborator Adam
McKay will appear, as well as Lornc
Michaels. Paul Rudd, John C. Reilly and
the rock band Green Day.
The Mark 1\vain prize. now in its 14th
year, recalls the social commentary and
satire of Samuel Clemens, the writer
known as Mark 1\vain. Past winners
include Tina Fey, Bill Cosby, Steve Martin
and Lily Tomlin.

Winebouse family starts charity
Amy Winchouse's family has launched
a youth charity in her name to mark what
would have been the singer's 28th birthday.
·
Winehouse, who had long fought drug
and alcohol problems, was found dead in
her London home on July 23. Her family
said toxicology reports indicated there
was alcohol in her bloodstream but it was
unclear whether this had contributed to
her death.
The soul diva's father, Mitch Winehouse, said the Amy Winehouse Foundation will support organizations that help
young people who arc vulnerable. including those with addictions.
The charity will derive much of its first
in'come from the release of Winehouse's
duct with Tony Bennett, "Body And Soul,"
on Wednesday.
I

I

Jac:kJD.&D p.l.i.DiJiDg on~.man Show
The title says it all:
"Hugh
Jackman,
Back on Broadway."
The Tony Awardwinner plans to
bring his one-man
show to the Broadhurst Theatre on
44th Street from Oct.
25 to Jan. 1.
Jackman will be
accompanied by an
18-picce orchestra
and will perform his
favorite
musical
numbers.
Jackman was in Rodgers & Hammerstein's "Oklahoma!" at the National Theatre in London and made hi.; Broadway
debut portraying the 1970s singer-songwriter Peter Allen in "The Boy From Oz,"
for which he received the 2004 Tony.
The actor, who plays Wolverine in the
"X-Men" movie franchise. was last on
Broadway in 2009 with Daniel Craig in "A
Steady Rain."

It's the same ol' song and dance for Mr. MSU
as Alpha Omicron Pi celebrates the event's 30th
anniversary tonight In Lovett Auditorium.
Mr. MSU is an all-male pageant the Delta
Omega chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi hosts to
raise money for its philanthropy, the National
Arthricis Foundation. This year the Mr. MSU
pageant is celebrating its 30th anniversary with
the theme "Dancing Through the Decades."
Taylor Cline, philanthropic chair for Alpha
Omicron Pi and senior from Crofton, Ky., said
she is excited about the upcoming event.
UI chose the 'Dancing Through the Decades'
theme to incorporate 30 years of music and
dance with the 30 years of Mr. MSU." Cline said.
While popular culture has changed the styles
of music and dance showcased in the contest
each year. the format of Mr. MSU has only experienced a few changes over the past three
1
decades, Cline said.
"Why change it when its always worked in the
past?" she said...This year the show is expected
to be bigger with an opening number and a
video from the first Mr. MSU."
To help celebrate this milestone, Cline esti·
mates roughly 200 alumni and 1,000 guests in
attendance.
Mr. MSU provides organizations all over campus with an opportunity to nominate one man to
represent Murray State. Cline said this pageant
has proven to be successful for Alpha Omicron
Pi in their philanthropic efforts. Last year, Mr.
MSU raised $6,700 for the National Arthritis
Foundation and had more than 800 guests in
j attendance.
Debra Noble, organizer of the first Mr. MSU,
Barbara Zippcrian, former Alpha Omicron Pi
international president, and Don Robertson,
vice president of student affairs, will judge the
contest.
"Because of the milestone, we really wanted
Debra and Barbara to be a part of it and Don is
a very influential man on campus as well," Cline
said.
Robertson is active in many student activities
and has judged pageants before on different university campuses.
''There are a number of factors that we will be
looking at to determine who will be the representative," Robertson said.
The criteria used in the judging will include a
, submitted essay, interview portion, talent competition and stage presence. Students have also
had the opportunity to be a judge at the ..Best
Legs" table in the Curris Center this week.

File photo by Nato Brclsford!The News

PaQeant participants smne as they hold up on their plaques at last year's Mr. MSU event
Greg Deahl, senior from Hanson, Ky., is competing in the pageant for the first t1me.
"I think that 1 h;•ve goou school spirit und
that's what you need for Mr. MSU," Deahl said.
Deahl is one of 14 men Ctlmpeting in the pageant. He said he is representing the Agriculture
Leadership Council and his performance for the
talent competition will be drumming.
Cline said rhat the \\inncrs of the pageant

Savannah Sawyer
CootriJ:!uting writer

Melissa Ruhlmani77Jt' News

, Students view the selections at the DVD rental kiosk located In the Curris Center.

Students do not need to go far to
rent their favorite movies.
New at the Curris Center is a
Vision 239 video kiosk where stu·
dents can rent movies with plenty
of 1itles to .:boose from.
Rentals cost $1 per night for
DVDs and $2.49 for Blu·ra}' discs
for the first night and $1.99 for any
additional nights. Anyone <:nn rent
up to four titles at one timl'.
Movies. including new releases.
arc added to the kiosk every Tuesday.
Some people may wonder about
the differences between this kiosk
and Rcdbox's rental kiosks. Willie
Fells, l·o-owner anJ Partner of
Vision 239, said they offer new
m.o vics S()Oner than Redbux d<1es.
"We (not only) ~>ffcr new releasI'S 2H days befure Rcdbox and
Bl()(;_k buster (hut) we also offer
them in their original packaging."
Fells said.
According to the Vision 239
website the kiosk allows anyone to
purcha:;e movies to keep. The
prices typically range anywhere
frum $5 to $25 depomding on the
year the certain title was released.
Fells got the idea for the kiosks
while working with his friend and
co-<Jwner of Vision 239, William
Fields.
"Our idea is to put kiosks in
small-town <:ampuses around the
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• All rooms have refrigerator and microwave.
• Rated 100% by Department of PubI ic Health . .
•Owned and operated hy an MSU graduate.

•The only 100% non-smoking and pet-free
hotel/motel in town.
• Free high speed wirele!>s internet.
506 S. 12th St. (US 641)
Murray, KY 42071
270-753·2682
Online reservations· murrayplazalodge.com

Email: mpiOmurrayplcU.alodge.com

10% OFF for Murray StJte p<~rents, alumni and visitors!
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country,'' Fells said.
Movies can be reserved at the
website to be picked up at the
kiosk: The website has a list of all
of the available movies.
Anyone can check out the website and sign up for an account to
get a 10 percent discount.
There arc currently four locations for the Vision 239 kiosks.
"We have a contract with
Foodrite grocery stores and we
have a kiosk set up in Trenton and
Gibson, Tenn.," Fells said.
They are also making their way
3(0und small-town college campuses, including Murray State and
Delta University.
Kiaya Young, freshman from
Paducah, Ky., said she has noticed
several students using the rental
kiosks.
"I would like to rent from it at
some point; they have a lot of new
titles that l have been meaning to
see," she said. "Typically. I go to
:Redbox to rent iny favorite
movies."
Fells said he wants students to
know this kiosk Is theirs.
"We want to thank y~u all for
making this happen," Fells said.
"We want your feedback and
would love to know how convenient it is for you. Let us know what
movies you want to c;ee and we
will be more than happy to try to
get that title out to you."

Contact Sawyer at ssawyer@
murraystate.edu.

se
Seelcing two student actors
for a You Tube web series
called NThe Time MechanicN

·~

Contact Putman at aputman@murraystate.
edu.

On-campus Kiosk offers movie rentals

'Phantom' celebrates 25th anniverSary'
To mark its 25th anniversary, "The
Phantom of the Opera" is coming to a
movie theater near you.
Producers will broadcast a performance of the show from London's Royal
Albert Hall to movie houses in America,
the UK, Europe. Japan and Australia. A
live performance on Oct. 2 will be followed by re-broadcasts on Oct. 5, 6 and U.
Ramin Karimloo and Sierra Boggess.
who co-starred in the "Phantom" sequel
"Love Never Dies," will reunite for the
special presentation. More than 200 original and current cast members arc expected to make appearance!;.

recei"e a plaque, crown, sash and the honor of
being named Mr. MSU.
The show is at 7 tonight at Lovett Auditorium.
Tickets are available at the "Hest J.egs" table for
$5 today from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and at tile door
for $7. All proceeds go to the National Arthritis
Foundation.
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Contact MD Iucey at 873-9685
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CD Review------------,------

Channel Surfing

Country trio perfects duet with new album

TV cram session

Features I:"ditor Charlotte Kyle

writes the CD rc\·iews.
It is impossible to please everyone
no m:lltcr how hard you tr}'·
Authors struggle to weave plot
and character dcvelopmt•nt into captivating novels while actors strive to
transfonn into a character set in one
time, one place and in one moment.
Artists arc constantly criticized for
being too much of this and not
enough of that.
Musicians understand that. A
song can be deemed "had'' just because of its genre with no regard to
the clements of composition.
It may be harder, though, when an
artist is widely praised. Wht~n }'ou'vc
had the amount of succt'Ss Lady An·
tcbellum has had in the past four
years the criticisms faced turn from
"Is this even good?" to "Can they
possibly top what they did last
year?"
The band's third album, "Own the
Night," is no "Need You Now," just
like "Nt:cd You Now" was no "Lady
Antcbdlum."
It is, however, a great follow-up to
their previous work. The album will
please everyone from longtime
country fans to casual pop radio lis·
tencrs.
Their group has clearly learned
from success as a crossover act and
has found the perfect ba!Jncc between country. rock and pop.
In fact, there is nothing accidental
about "Own the Night." Songs art.•
structured on the a.lbum so listeners
never hear too much of one singer.
For every Charles Kelley solo there
is a Hillary Scott solo.
Of the 12 tracks, seven arc dUl~ts.
With two lead singers a s strong as
Kelley and Scott it makes sense to let
each artist shine.
(As a side note I must say I find it
amazing people still think t.ady An·
tcbellum is a solo female singer. L>o
they think the female just h:1s in·
cn•dibh.• range?)
Kelley takes the lead on the mon·
lively and upbeat tracks. His voice
has the ability to draw in a crowd
and get them singing, so songs like
"Friday Night" and ''Singing Me
Homt:" ~hint- with his ... tage-like
presence.
Scott, meanwhile, takes the lc~1J
roles on ballads such as "When You
Were Mine" and "As You Turn
Away." Scott':; voice was made for

•

Photo courtesy of iTunes

lady Antebellum's third full-lenqth album, 'Own the Night.' Is available now through Capitol Records Nashville.
heartbreaking love songs.
starts simple with an acoustic guitar
The first single from the album.
as Kelley sings about his "baby rid·
ing shotgun singing just a little off
"Just a Kiss," seems like a nice yin to
the yang of "Need You Now." While
key."
the latter was about yearning and urAs he hits the next line, "Her feet
gency, "Just a Kiss" promotes taking
on the dashboard tapping out the
things slow and waiting for the right
backbcat" the faint sounds of drumsticks can be heard, making it imtime.
"I know that if Wl' give this a little
possible to not start tapping out the
time I It'll only bring us closl'r to the
beat yourself.
love we wanna find." Scott sings.
Scott, meanwhile, harmonizes
Standout track "Dancin' Away - flawlessly with Kelley. Their voices
With My Heart" is the perfect exam- · are two pieces of the same puzzle,
pic of a Lady A song: shared backcomplementing each other perfectly
and-forth vocals, beautiful imagery
on every track.
and subtle lyrics drizzled in country
Thq bring out the best in each
sweetness. It's impos.c;ible to not Call
other: Scott's softness l'Vcns out the---in love with the song.
occasionally gruff nature of Kelley's
That statement rings true ·for
country drawl. They are the sweet
"Singing Me Home," too. The song,
and salty chocolatc·covcrcd pretzel
written by Kelley, guitarist Dave
of the music world.
Haywood and Rivers Rutherford,
"As You Turn Away" features the

....,....,

beautiful piano and strings combi·
nation one ~xpects from a strong
ballad. It makes the perfect backdrQp
for Scott's emotional breakdown.
"Own the Night" may not see the
level of commercial and critical success "Need You Now" saw. but the
album deserves its own attention
and praise. lt's a catchy, beautiful
album by taleoted singer/songwriters. Yl)u can't beat that.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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One note: Only if you're bored
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
Thrcc notes: Worth the money
Four notes: A future classic

This week's new

DVDs

Cis

• Deml Lovato - "lWWrokerr
• Gavin DeGraw- "Sfteter"
• Never Shout Never~· -rtme Traver

• "Bridesmaids"
• "Happy Endings: The Complete

First Season"
• "The Kennedts"
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(270) 759-1234
Voted .best pizza in
Murray for five years
.mo row
by the students at
Murray State University
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. With
multiple
Chrome tabs open on
my borrowed MacBook, a notebook and
pen in my lap and a
sharp stress-related
headache pounding in
between my eyes, one
might mistake me for
a student studying for
Charlotte an upcoming exam.
Kyle
No, my task at
Features Editor hand was far more important than reading
textbooks and practicing the art of shading in Scantron bubbles.
The new television season officially
kicks off next week and I, like students
during finals week, am completely unprepared. •
I have begun my preparations, thougb,
and with enough cramming I can be ready
for everything the new season has to offer.
The first step in preparing for a new
season is to know what's out there. I hit
up the usual stops -TV Guide, Entertainment Weekly and Google - reading up on
which shows were new this year.
Yes, I had read these summaries back in
May when the networks announced their
fall lineups. but I needed a refresher
course. Even I can't memorize all of the
shows that manage to make it to air.
Once 1 figured out what sounded decent I had to plan accordingly. There are
only so many TV slots and I had to see
which shows overlapped. This means determining which show I want to watch
live and which show I can watch online
the next day.
There weren't too many conflicts, at
least not in the first draft of my TV schedule.
Zooey Deschancl's FOX sitcom "New
Girl" airs opposite Sarah Michelle GeUar's
CW drama, "Ringer," but both seem like
shows I can watch after the airdate as long
as I avoid the appropriate Twitter and
Thmblr tags.
The next step is to figure out what airs
when. "Ringer" aired Tuesday and "Up All
Night" started Wednesday but those were
just early premieres. Next week is when
the fun starts, with "Community," "Parks
and Recreation" and "The Office" topping
my countdown list.
As far as new shows go I will enjoy
checking out CBS' "2 Broke Girls" on
Monday and FOX's "New Girl" on Thesday, though the pilot for the Latter is available for streaming lf anyone wants to
watch it early.
Once I have checked out the new shows
that peaked my interest I will revise my
schedule once again. This means ditching
the awful show11 and putting the barely d~
cent shows on hold.
I will then add to my list if I happened
to miss a good show.
(This is possible, of course, because 1
am only human.)
By the end of October I should have my
fmalized schedule, complete with colorcoded charts, hiatus calendars and cancellation odds.
This is only sort of a joke. I haven't
made a chart this elaborate in the past but
the more I consider it the more I think it
definitely needs to happen.
The drafting phase of my schedule also
means I get to p redict which shows will
crash and burn, as well as which shows
will be successful just to spite me.
We will look more into this theory next
week, though, as the CW's "HSR'' premiered just after press time and I cannot
accurately comment on its quality or predicted lack thereof.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Melissa Ruhlman/7he News

Pierce Crider, freshman from Paducah. Ky., and Jacob (Jay See) Odom, freshman from Paris, Tenn., record SOf19S in their room In franklin Residential College. Odom's music Is available to stream at youtube.com/jayseeofficlal.

Freshman creates beat, lyrics about Murray State
Paige Graves
Staff writer
Within the walls of Franklin College, there
is a man pursuing his dreams one song at a
time. He works from his dorm room, perfecting the beats of songs that could lead to fame.
In years to come, his name could appear in
brilliant lights as Jacob (Jay See) Odom takes
his place on stage.
Odom, freshman from Paris, Tenn., said be
considers music to be a big part of his life and
has from an early age.
"Music has always been a passion in me
since I was four," Odom said. "I started play·
ing drums and ended up marching them in
high schooL Being involved with music since
I was little has helped make me into a better
person all around. Music is always going to be
a part of my life regardless of if it's rapping or
not"
Odom began mixi'ng and producing his own
music seven years ago, when songs like
"Inside Peanut Butter, Outside Jelly". and
"Walk It Out" became pgpular. After deci4ID&
there was a place in tlie music industry for
anyone with the ambition. Odom started from
the bottom and worked his way up.

"My first mic was a $10 I.ugitech from Wal·
mart," Odom said. "With no equipment to qo
anything of quality, I ended up getting a
karaoke machine and would walk around
recording songs on a cassette tape. I finally
got some equipment, and now I use Mixcraft
to record and Fruity Loops to make the beats.
I have a Samson cOlu microphone with a
shock mount and mic stand. I have a Son)' S)'S·
tem to make sure I have my levels right for
each song."
Odom draws his inspiration from those
dedicated to the success of his record label, PTown Entertainment. In an industry that
often focuses on the mention of money, drink·
ing and inexplicably asserting your rapper
name in the first 15 seconds of a song, Odom
provides an individually-tailored and refresh·
ing spin on rap.
"I try to not be the stereotypical 'white boy
rapper' you hear about," Odom said. "I'm me
and only me, and in my songs I speak the
truth. I'm not going to lie and say I have all
kinds of money when really it's a blessing to
be whereJ~JnJife.J'm..the kind..of.,person
that is very humble and will be straight forward with anyone. Honestly if I have a strong
feeling about something then I'll mention it in

)

(i\b

my songs.
"I try to make my music different from the
traditional rap. I don't like being classified as
being a gangster rapper or a drama rapper.
I'm just an individual who tries to make a
change in the way people view music as a
· whole. Hcing set apart from the rest is constantly going through my mind when I produce a song."
Odom expressed his interest in spreading
the word about his music, which can be found
on his YouTube channel, JaySecOfficial.
"1 love performing and would like to get
more involved in performing on campus,"
Odom said. "Fraliklin 'Go Hard' Residential
College (so named for Odom's 'Racers Go
Hard' video) is having a Halloween Party and
wants my roommate Pierce Crider and I to
perform. I got him to pick rapping back up
and now he is one of my greatest collaborators on a song. He is such a big help to making this dream happen."
Cridl·r, freshman from Paducah, Ky.. said he
saw rooming with Odom as a chancl.' to get
his.name ouL..theJ:e....n.ha.ve..shared.tipa
on beat-making and rapping.
"Before J came to Murray, I primarily sang
tenor and did very little rapping," Crider said.

''The rapping that 1 have done in the past has
just been recreational (and) for fun."
Crider and Odom were inspired to write a
song around the "fresh start.. theme.
MThe song consists of Jay and I rapping
about negative events in our past that we have
overcome," Crider said. "I sang the chorus as
wdl that states that this is a new beginning,
which then became our title, 'New Beginning.'"
Odom said he hopes to book shows.
"Shows help the artist see firsthand how
the crowd reacts to I heir music, and I believe
that you should never sell yourself short," he
said.
Given the chance, students have the opportunity to become whatever they want to
become - someone they always dreamed
about being. Odom is an ,e xample of someone
whu gave himself a chance.
Said Odom: NI tell everyone to follow their
heart and you can never go wrong. If you
want something bad enough then you will
persevere through any obstacles that come
your._way..Regardleaa of the.situation. YQU can
overcome and do anything."
Contact
Graves at paigc.gravcs@
murrayscatc.edu.
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MSU STUDENTS

ALWAYS
GETA
10% DISCOUNT!
BU'I'I'ERBURGERS &
FROZEN CUSTARD
818 N. 12m ST. MURRAY

761- 2858

Want to be
featured in
TheMu1~ay

State News'
Menu Guide? Contact the Advertising office
at 809-4478 to reserve
your space for Menu Guide 2012.
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UNIQUE MExiCAN FOOD • DELI SANDWIOIES • BBQ
SoUP OF THE DAY • fRESH SALADS

CAJuN SPECIALS •

HOMQ~ADE DFSSERTS

FULL BAR
HAPPY HOUR 3- 6 P.M. MON.- WED.
11 A.M.- 6 P.M. SAT.
PABST BLUE RIBBON $1 MON.- WED.
DINE IN OR CARRY our • DAD.Y LUNOI SPEcws PRivAtE
DINING ROOMS FOR MEETINGS AND PAKIJES

MON.-SAT. ll .A.M.-MIDNIGHT

270-759-8866
BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
\PPllll/1 HS
Taquitos ............................................................SS .99
Chjps & Salsa ....................................................$2.99
Chips+ Cheese Dip ......................................$4.25
Chips + Salsa + Clleese Dip ......................... .$5.25
Chips + Salsa+ Guacamole ..........................$5.50
Chips + Salsa + Bean Dip ........................... .$4.25
Chips + Pico De Gallo ..................................$3 .75
Layered Dip ..................................................... .$6.75
Nachos & Cheese ..................small $5.25 .. .reg. $6.25
Big Apple Nachos ........... :......small $5.99.. .reg. $6.99
Chicken Fajita Nachos ......-................small $5.99...reg. $6.99
Tostada Supremo ...... ......... ...............................$4.75
Quesadilla (grilled or regular) ..........................$4.99
Chicken or Beef Fajita Quesadilla ....................$6.49
Sampler Platter ..................................................$7 .99
Wings ..................................$5.99 or get alb. for $9.99
Fried Mushrooms ............................................ ..$3 .99
Cheesesticks ......................................................$4.99
Onion Rings ......................................................$3 .99
Buffalo Chips ....................................................$3.99
Jalepeno Poppers ..............................................$4.99
Potato Chips ................................................... .$1 .99
Cheese Fries .................. ............$4.29 (Bacon+ $1)
Mexi Fries ............................small $3.99.. .regulllr $5 .99
Fried Green Beans ........................................... .$3 .99

\II \I< \\' I \ I HII \
Entrees made widl borl& ....,..,, rhkkm & bpm, or just IIIlA.

Special Bean Roll ..............small $6.79 ...regular $7.79
Sn100 ................................. .small $6 .99 . ~S7.99
Enchiladas .......................................................$7 .29
Single Enchilada $4.99................CombUIItioa of 3
$7.99
Stacked Enchilada ........................................... $7 .99
Big Apple Burrito .............................................................. $S.49
Chicken Fajita Bunito .....................,................$6.99
Beef Fajita Bunito ............................................$6.99
Quesadilla Plate (grilled or reauJar) ......................SS .99

OIIIIH

~11\1<
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I> II I \

\~1>\\

I( HI~

All sandwiches served with dill J>ickle and choice
of side: chips, pc>tato sala(f, or slaw.
(Our sandwicheS can be served as a wrap too.)
Combination Sandwich ....................................$5 .99
Grilled Reuben ..................................................$5 .99
Grilled Cheese Steak ........................................$5 .99
Vegetarian (served cold) ........................................$5.99
cafe Club (w/ bKon MrVed cold) ............................$6.29
Fried Chicken Sandwich ............................... ~.$5 .99
Chicken Fajita Sandwich ................................ $6.29
Pinlento Cheese................................................ $4.29
Chicken Salad Sandwich ................................. .$5 .29
Grilled Cheddar Cheese ........... .........................$3.75
Prime Rib ..........................................................$6.99
Chicken Breast ..................................................$6.29
Shrimp Po' Boy ..........................·......................$6.29
Hot Dog ..................$4.29 Bad Dog ...............$5.99
Angus Beef Burger ........................ (add fries $1) $5.99
The Apple Burger .......................... (add fries SI) $6.99
The Mushroom Swiss ......................................$6.99
Fish Sandwich ..................................................$5.99

Bl'll D \ Ol H 0\\ \; \ \1\D\\ I< II ...
\PI< II\ \ ot:H ( HOH I
1

Turtey ...............................................................$5 .99
Roast Beef ....................................................... .$5.99
Ham .....- ...........................................................$5 .99
Corned Beef ..................................................... .$5.99

BREAP
Wheat, Rye, Bun,
H~ie Roll, Ciabatta
Roll, Texas Toast

CHEESE
Swiss, Cheddar.
Pepper, Havarti Dill

CONDIMENTS

Mustard, Mayonnaise, Horseradish, Lettuce,
Tomato, Onion, Pickles

\PI<I\llll~

Chicken Fajitas/Beef Fajitas ............................ $6.99
Chicken Ole ......................................................$6.29
Taco Plate ..............beef $5.99 ...chicken fajita $6.99
Taco Salad ......................... .small $5.50 ......... J.a $6.50

Tamales with ..............chili $6.99...green chili $6.99
Tamale Pie ................................. ~.....................$6.99
COMBINATION PLATE
YOlU' ~ c:l2 <~' 3 ilerm scrwd wiJh tire u1 reCried bam
Tamale...Enchilada ...Taco ...Taquitos
12-$1.29
13-$7.99

11{1 \II. (

HI~P

\\I \D\

Italian, Ranch, Fat Frc=e Ranch, Honey Mustard,
Thousand Island. French, House (mexi-ranch),
Raspberry Vmaigrene or Blue Cheese dressing
Garden Salad w/ Crispy Chicken .................... $6.50
w/ Crispy Shrimp ...................................... $6.50
Chicken Salad Salad ........................................ $4.29
Chef Salad ........................................................$6.50
House Salad ......................................................$2.99
Side Salad .................. ....................................... .$1.99
PI \II\
Wing Plate ........................................................ $6.99
BBQ Plate ............................ $5.99...with bun $6.29

Jalapenos (sliced or who&e) .................................. $1 .00
Mexican Rice ....................................................$1.00
Refried Beans .................................................. $1 .00
I Tamale ............................................................$2.95
Black Beans ......................................................$1 .00
Guacamole ........................................................$3 .00
Sour Cream ...................................................25 cents
Pico De Gallo ................................................... .$2.00
1 Taco ................................................................$2.49
Slaw ..................................................................$1 .00
Potatoe Salad ....................................................$1 .00
Pickles ............................................................. .$1 .00
Pepperoncini ......................................................$1 .00
Potato Salad ......................................................$1.00
Cartots & Celery ............................................. .$2.50
lli\\IHI~

Vanilla Ice Cream ............................................ $2.00
Brownie/lee Cream .......................................... $3 .99
Brownie (black&: whice ic:lng) ................................$2.99
Sauteed Apple Delight .................................... $3.99
Root Beer Float ................................................$2.00

I\ I\){(, \HII \S

with CMese SO cents
Orcea ptili ......................small $3.50.. .regular $4.50
Cbili Pie ...................................:...................... $5 .99

Frozen or On the Rocks
Big Apple Margarita Boone's Special Blend
Glass...........$4.40
Pitcber...........$14.25
'The Gold (Cuervo Gold and Bauchant)
Glass .......... .$5.00
Pitcher.......... .$16.25
The Diamond ( 1800 Tequila and Grand Mamier)
Glass...........$6.00
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iFt-Rhlring Republic ofTen

Hot Tea

12oz

16oz

1.00

1.25

Uoz 16oz Iced
Cappuccino
Latte

Mocha

Fresh Brewed Iced Tea

1.75

Many FlticiOrs & Varldfts to En~/

Turtle Mocha

2.50 3.00 3.25
2.50 3.00 3.25
2.75 8.25 3.50
3.25 3.50 3.75

Duncan's Chojce 3.25 3.50 3.95
Single

~ QW' Co.imenfMY Brochumfor tlw

Fa tmlliktWfts of filth 1m Vnty'

E~~

Mello'resso

2.00

Whip

2.00

DO'UWe Har'ilcore
WakeUp Call

16o&
Iced Coffee; Frap~
~.

2.15

Gounnet Chocolates

V..Uw•.f Choc:oiMI P4tmAf

Butler, Clrocolme Mini, ]trm Chrp
Whitt Oi«DI•te, l;spmst?, Caramel. SmOOthie Blasts
L75
~ fl' f!nam & HMih Moch4,
.Pl#ch, StrfiwHr:;y, Mtnrgo 0~
-5ugt~t fr« aud DeCAf also Availllbh Wild Bmy, Pi~le Cuco~tfll,
20• Below Hot Chooolate
2.75
Plf$ion Omnsc Gu~ l.t1rwn la,
fir White or Ulrl< CJaor.oldte
8an4tto,
Coffee~Free Blended Creme 2.75
& Pomtgrrmatt Blut'hmy
Vprrilla :tkRrt & !kJgum Chai»lofe
Chai (ked ~r Blended) 2..50
Smoothie Blasts
2.75
RtpiiiJtit· Vmdlia, Spittd, Clzocolatt"

Prbt 1Jtllfaillw#11,

Pmnut Butte Clwooltlle. Mllll Balls,
ChotoUate Coveted Petmuts (Milk or
.Sugitt 'Frte ~J, Chf)CoJdtt
Cottettd Rtdsins, Chqco/4te Turtles•
& ChDr.olatr Ctrvm!d CofffJ'.
Betms (Dark or M1lA Chocolate)
'lknotr£ Sugw Fm

f)()ubk

1.25 1.75

CaU.Au Lait
Hot ChOCQiate
Olai Latte

2.00
2.50
12oa 16o&
2.00 250
2.00 2.50
2.50 3.00

Rqublic, ~, VllnlliR. Spitttl

Apple Caramel Kick
Daily Brew

2.50 3.00
1.00 LSO

ns
Are Roasted Fresh for 5th & Main

Have a wonderful
Family ee end.From The Murray State News staff
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